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Disclaimer 
 
MMR-HCS entrusted Urban Management Centre for the preparation of an Action Plan for the 
conservation of heritage precincts in the MMR – Deulwadi Precinct, Uran. The scope of this report 
entails the following: 

1. Vision and Strategies for conservation of the precinct. 
2. Formulation of actions as a set of projects, programmes and regulations. 
3. Block cost estimates for projects and programmes. 
4. Prioritization and Phasing. 
5. Devising implementation plan and institutional mechanism. 

In the course of preparation of this report we were provided with both written and verbal 
information. Nothing has come to our attention to cause us to believe that the facts and data 
provided by Uran Municipal Council, MMR-HCS, and other stakeholders are not true or is incorrect. 
The data has been collected between March 2010 until October 2011 and all efforts have been made 
to ensure incorporation of new developments being implemented on ground which affect this study 
directly or indirectly. Hence October 2011 has been considered as the cut-off date for preparation of 
projects and block cost estimates.  

Any development implemented henceforth, either fully or partially, has been incorporated to the 
limit feasible for the technical purposes. Any additions or modifications made to independent 
ongoing developments by Uran Municipal Council, MMRDA or any other stakeholders post October 
2011 should be duly studied and incorporated in subsequent revisions to this study. 

No investigation of the ownership title of the tangible and intangible assets has been conducted and 
claims made by Uran Municipal Council, MMR-HCS and other stakeholders have been assumed to be 
valid. Matters of legal nature relating to title of assets have not been considered.   

With this report Urban Management Centre intends to provide only professional advice to MMR-
HCS on conservation of Deulwadi Precinct and its related issues identified herein. The report also 
presents recommendations which Urban Management Centre believes are most suited solutions 
amongst various alternatives that may exist.    
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1. About the Project and Introduction  

1.1. Introduction 
Several hundred years of existence under various rulers and their changing influences have, on the 
one hand given an enormous richness to our cultural heritage and on the other hand, led us to 
question constantly what constitutes our roots.  The process of inquiry into our roots will gradually 
unfold the various links that the heritage has had with the socio economic fabric of society of any 
era, and continues to do so even today1

Every city has its own heritage that should be understood and preserved.   This involves   
understanding   of   its   history, urban character and its development over the time, building 
typology and the built environment, architectural styles and elements. With passing time, this 
architectural and cultural heritage has decayed due to lack of policy, management and technical 
knowledge of preservation/restoration/conservation. There is also a need for improved heritage 
area based planning and building the required capacities in urban local bodies. Additionally, there is 

.  

Cultural heritage comprises not only of manmade elements but also in the natural elements of the 
region. They are so inter-woven with each other in a complex manner that they constitute the 
heritage fabric of the settlement.  

Natural heritage, which has survived thousands of years and the onslaught of human development 
particularly in the past century, is one of the most precious inheritance of mankind.  It comprises the 
land and its terrain, the hills, the natural water bodies, the flora and the fauna of the region, the 
minerals and other finite resources in the region and its wonderful scenic views.  

The range of manmade elements is extremely wide as well as complex  and  they  encompass all 
aspects of the built environment including their planning principles, the lakes, tankas, kunds, & the 
monuments, the fortification & the gates, the pols, chowks & streets, the gardens & open spaces, 
the streets & street façades, all the traditions of arts, crafts, literature and music.  Each one of these 
is not only related to some of the other manmade elements, but is also a direct consequence of the 
elements of natural heritage  

Today majority of the old city centres in Asia are decaying for several reasons. Striking a balance 
between twin forces of globalization and localism is a challenge for heritage policy and regulatory 
decision-makers in all jurisdictions. The massive rural-urban migration in many Asian countries has 
exacerbated pressure for the development of heritage conservation policies which address 
comprehensive planning and heritage issues at both urban and regional levels. 

The personality and character of a city are not formed in a day or even in a decade. These in fact are 
the result of centuries of growth in the course of which new elements are constantly juxtaposed 
with older ones. Old buildings and older areas of the city should be looked upon as assets rather 
than as liabilities because they represent the history of communities, embodying their tradition, 
heritage and culture through architecture and the urban form.  

                                                            
1 Source: Nimish Patel and Parul Zaveri; Note on deliberations on conservation of heritage of historic settlements 
of Gujarat; 2005 
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a need to monitor heritage structures and undertake a condition mapping to understand the 
deterioration so as to lead to strategies for conservation.  

As part of the current assignment, the objective of the condition assessment process is to 
understand and recognize heritage as an important asset of people’s day to day life.  

The condition assessment process comprises documentation of buildings and its evaluation. The 
process also includes an intricate understanding of buildings from a micro level -design of the 
buildings, its craftsmanship, embodied knowledge of structures and materials. This assessment helps 
analyse the changes that have occurred from zone level to buildings level. The series of changes in 
accordance to time line can be seen through these studies. 

 
Figure 1 Deulwadi Sansthan in day 

  

 

Figure 2 Deulwadi Sansthan at night 
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Figure 3 Changing urban fabric of Uran (Ram Mandir exterior) 

1.2. About Uran 
Uran is part of Navi Mumbai city in Raigarh district near Panvel. It is situated east of Mumbai across 
Dharamtar Creek. The Deulwadi precinct forms a part of the core and is one of the oldest areas of 
Uran town. Located near Bhimala Talao, the precinct consists of Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk, a series 
of temples located in Temple Street and Ganpati Chowk. The temple street has a series of temple 
specimens which possess a high religious value for people of Maharashtra. The ten temples set in 
two groups in close proximity give a unique character to this precinct. The temple street has a small 
pathway leading to the Bhimala Talao, which connects the two. The temples and the talao are 
deeply imbibed in the socio-cultural aspect of the life of the people of Uran. 

 

Figure 4 Location of Uran Tehsil 

Source: (MMRDA, 1999) 
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Figure 5 Location of Uran 

Source: Base - Google Earth; Overlay - UMC 

 

Figure 6 Aerial view of Uran (left) and Deulwadi Street (right) 

Source: Google Earth 

 
Figure 7 Deulwadi Precinct Boundary 
Source: UMC 
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Figure 8 Major Highlights of Deulwadi Precinct 

Source: UMC 

 

Total Area of Uran town   : 229 hectares 
Total Area of Deulwadi Precinct  : 5.6 hectares 
Total Area of Bhimala Talao  : 2 hectares 

1.3. The objectives of this assignment:  
 

• To evaluate current status and condition of the precinct through detailed documentation 
and analysis of key issues. 

• To identify schematic projects, programmes for conservation of precincts through 
participation of local communication and stakeholders. 

• To formulate financial, institutional and regulatory strategies for project implementation, 
phasing, operation and maintenance. 

• To prepare draft guidelines for conservation of the heritage precinct. 

• To evaluate the ground reality by survey and other documentation tools  

• To understand the various components of planning and urban design for further 
identification of segment designing projects.   

• To identify the importance of regional architectural elements and its design for further 
establish regulatory mechanism for area. 
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1.4. Methodology  
 
The Deulwadi precinct is a core and oldest area of Uran town located near Bhimala talao.2

1.4.1. Inventory of architectural buildings  

 The 
precinct consists of the Deulwadi Sansthan chowk, a series of temples located in Temple Street, 
Ganpati chowk and peripheral road of Bhimala talao.  
 

After the reconnaissance survey, a detailed documentation has been undertaken for understanding 
the constituent elements and the impacts to the site. The survey comprised a study of morphology, 
its usage patterns and activity mapping of the site. 
 

A team of architects and documentation specialists were mobilized for the same. They did measured 
drawings and detail photographic documentation of each buildings. The team also discussed with 
various officials of the Uran Municipal Council including the Chief Officer, Engineer and Municipal 
Councilors.  
 

The team also conducted household surveys of each building, activity mapping of the precinct at 
different times, a survey identifying physical and social infrastructure of the precinct. The team also 
met with the trustees, priests, devotees of the different temples to make them aware of the 
documentation process and to gain insights into issues related to heritage management.  
 

A survey was undertaken to assess the condition of the Deulwadi precinct. A detailed form was 
made after extensive research to access the condition of the listed heritage buildings. Several visits 
were made to understand the usage of the different architectural and cultural elements of the 
precinct like neighborhood landmarks, nodes and its activity, street shrines, public spaces, open 
spaces, existing infrastructure etc. Special emphasis was laid to understand the cultural practices, 
demographic characteristics and major activities of the local people in the precinct. Transformations 
in built form on a macro, micro and occupational level were observed and noted from secondary and 
oral sources.  Architectural documentation was undertaken for the listed heritage buildings and the 
precinct. The special architectural features, common characteristics, and elements were paid special 
attention.  
 

 
This comprehensive inventory of a community's historical 
assets undertaken as primary work so it will serve as the 
basis for all future development activities and serve as useful 
tools for municipal officials, local planners, preservationists, 
property owners, and researchers to help them make 
informed preservation decisions. The survey acknowledges 
that these investigations of historic resources, which provide 

character, continuity and sense of place to the community, have value to present and future 
generations. It will serve as resource material for developing heritage conservation policies and 
regulations. 

                                                            
2 References to the Bhimala Talao have shown different versions of the name- viz.- Bimla talao, Vimla talao but 
Bhimala talao has been used in this report as per the discussions with the Chief officer of Uran Municipal Council.  
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In reference to Deulwadi precincts, Uran; we had documented 61 properties (documentation 
includes residences located in core area also) from buffer and additional 18 listed heritage 
properties from core area.  
 
A detailed survey for  the 18 listed buildings was undertaken to capture names with their property 
information’s, ownership, survey numbers and occupation details, status of use of the building, 
anecdotes related to the building and construction material. The household survey helped to 
understand changes to the property over time, ownership details, historic function and activities, 
association with events and persons, and the role of the property in local, regional or national 
history. 
For the identified buffer zone that has 61 buildings, the format was simplified to gather information 
pertaining to house numbers, property tax numbers and amounts, rebate details for temple 
properties, water connections etc. 
 
A detailed exercise to collect property tax information and city survey records for the 61 buildings 
was conducted with assistance from the Uran Municipal Council. The main objective was to 
ascertain the land uses and original ownership of the buildings 
 
This field survey was divided into three major components

 Architectural Documentation 
;  

 Total Station Survey  
 Pictographic documentation 
 Public Consultation 
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Architectural Documentation  
 
The architectural documentation comprised conducting detailed measure drawings of each of the 
heritage structures within the Deulwadi Precinct including information of their architectural design, 
typology, architectural features and its expressions, craftsmanship’s construction methods and 
materials. Documentation also included tangible cultural elements such as Deepstumbha, Tulsi 
kyara, Bargad tree, Pipal trees and wells.  This method has given us deep understanding of its 
architectural stylistic expressions, regional architecture. 
 
Total Station Survey 
 
In absence of an accurate base map of the precinct, it was decided to do a total station survey. The 
base map thus generated shows all ground reality or physicality of the area. The base map has all 
locations of buildings, trees, street elements, cultural elements and the street edge of Deulwadi 
Precinct.  
 
Pictographic Documentation 
 
An extensive photographic documentation of core zone and buffer zone is including all streets, 
public nodes, buildings, surroundings of Bhimala talao, panoramic views from lake sides and streets, 
top view from over head tanks at Zone level. At the building level, detailed documentation of all 
buildings spaces, floors, roofs, constructional details, domes and arches, various doors and windows, 
structural systems, floor and surface finishes, carving of columns and brackets and other minor 
buildings materials has been done.  
 
Public Consultations 

 
This is a very important component of the process of filling inventories and listing down all historic 
buildings. The involvement of local community has played major role in our field investigation. Our 
process of people participation has involved methods of identifying stakeholders, meeting and 
discussions with local community, taking their concerns regarding identifying heritage buildings and 
their development, taking their views regarding development and ‘anecdote’ information regarding 
history.  
 
During this process we met various municipal officials, elected representatives, temple priests and 
owners, historian, local residents, devotees and shopkeepers. This gave valuable feedback regarding 
community’s views on area specific development, like reuse of dispensary building and views on 
involving Uran into broad heritage circuits. This information also provided us specific directions for 
undertaking a stakeholder oriented specific Area Action Planning.  
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1.5. Deulwadi  Precinct 
 
The Deulwadi precinct consists mainly of Deulwadi 
Sansthan Chowk, Ganpati Chowk and Bhimala talao.  The 
ten temples strung out in two groups in close proximity 
give a unique character to this precinct. The temple street 
has a small pathway leading to the Bhimala talao, which 
connects the two. The temples and the talao are deeply 
integrated in the cultural and social life pattern of the 
people of Uran. 
 
 

Deulwadi precinct has buildings and areas which vary in 
terms of significance when it comes to heritage. The 
Deulwadi precinct can be seen in totality by analyzing the 
precinct at two levels- at a zonal level and at an individual 
building level.  

(a) Core Area 
(b) Buffer Area 

  
Core Area 
 
The Core Area comprises of buildings/elements which are in Grade l (of historic importance, natural 
water bodies, embodying excellence in architecture, material and construction techniques been use, 
associated with personalities or cultural events). At the Deulwadi Precinct, this includes the Bhimala 
talao along with its built up edges, the temple street and the public chowks.  
 
 
 
 

A precinct is a space enclosed by the 
walls or other boundaries of a particular 
place or building, or by an arbitrary and 
imaginary line drawn around it. 

Heritage Precinct. means the group of 
heritage buildings or area comprising 
natural and manmade heritage 
components which has architectural, 
cultural and traditional values. This also 
includes major landmarks of the area, 
natural water bodies or chowks or 
Nodes which have associative values. 
 
Simply defined it is a precinct in a 
village, town or city, perhaps even an 
entire community, regarded as 
containing special historic, cultural or 
heritage importance, very often 
expressed through its architecture and 
public spaces. 

‘Monuments – Architectural works, 
works of monuments structure and 
paintings. Elements of structures of 
an Archaeological nature, 
inscriptions, cave dwellings and 
combination of features, which are of 
outstanding universal value from the 
point of view of history, art or 
science. 
Group of Buildings – Group of 
separate or connected buildings 
because of their architecture, their 
homogeneity or their place in 
landscape, are of outstanding 
universal value from the point of 
view of history, art or science. 
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Buffer Area 
 
Buffer Area means a special regulated zone 
where protective measures would be 
enacted for the protection of the heritage 
precinct.  
 
This area or zone comprises of buildings 
which have a local historical importance, 
local landmarks, religious tangible or 
intangible events, special activities or special 
markets, special features of facades or 
uniform height etc…This also includes 
building or precinct of important for 

townscape that evoke architectural, 
aesthetics or sociological interest.3

1.6. Preparation of the Base Map  

 
  
These definitions will give broad understanding of evaluating values from the Distinct Heritage point 
of views. This will also help us to recognize as important precinct and further guide us for sensitive 
development. The approach towards development will be regulated and understood on the basis of 
ground reality. The distinct character of Temple Street of Deulwadi Precinct represents its great 
traditional and cultural values so the further development will be in direction of continuity of the 
same traditions. 

 
The Base map for the Deulwadi Precinct is being developed using the following layers: 

 PiCA study Maps 
 Google Images 
 Development Plan 
 City Survey Information 
 Info/Data from M.C. Uran 
 Primary Survey 
 Electronic total station survey  

 PiCA Study Map: Pillai’s College of Architecture Research Cell, New Panvel, conducted a study 
titled “Navi Mumbai (Raigad) Heritage Project - Conservation Guidelines for Listed Sites in the 
Navi Mumbai notified area, under district Raigad, August 2006” for the MMR Heritage Society, 
Mumbai.  The same is available as an image and would be digitized as a layer. 

 Google Images: Google Maps were studied to figure out the transitions in built form from 2002 
till 2009.  These varied in great degree from the PiCA Study Maps. The latest image of 2009 
would be digitized as a layer. 

                                                            
3 Normative Framework of UNESCO 

Figure 9 Core and Buffer Area 
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 Development Plan: The Development Plan for Uran Municipal Council was implemented in 1988. 
This map has been studied in detail to understand the regulations in the Deulwadi Precinct area. 
This being the statutory plan for the city; the relevant portion of the precinct along with 
designated land uses would be digitized and incorporated as a layer in the base map.  

 City Survey Information: City Survey sheets have been used to get plot level information.  This 
date to 1960’s and would also be digitized as a layer to understand the transformations 
occurring at the plot level. 

 Info/Data from M.C. Uran:  Ownership (from Property Tax Records), Planning Sectors, Ward 
boundaries and designated congestion area (gauthan) received from the Uran Municipal Council 
shall also be added onto the Base Map.  

 Primary Survey Information: the base map will also contain information from the primary survey 
being conducted by UMC.  

 Electronic total station survey: this survey has provided base map which all includes physical 
information of ground reality with all adequate information.  
 

 

Figure 10 PiCA Study Map 
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Figure 11 Satellite Image 2009 

 

Figure 12 Development Plan, Uran Municipal Council 1988 
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Figure 13 City Survey Sheet 1960’s 
 

 
Figure 14 Electronic Total Station Survey 
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1.7. Demographic characteristics  
 
The population of the district of Kolaba4 in 1901 was 112,515, as compared with 107855 in 1891, the 
increase being due to immigration and a higher birth rate. 5

There is not much growth witnessed from 1911 to 1931. The population figure according to Uran 
development plan has documented in 1941 was 5794, 1951 was 8572, 1961 was 10.229 and 1971 
was 12,616. The population as per 1981 census was 15168.

 The Uran town was in Panvel taluka and 
the earlier record of population figures available for Uran town is for the year 1911 when the 
population of the town was 4161.  
 

6

 

  
 

Table 1 Uran Demography, Census 2001 

Census 2001 

Population 23,254 

Males 53% 

Females 47% 

Population under age of 6 11% 

Avg. Literacy Rate 79% 

Male Literacy 83% 

Female Literacy 75% 

 
Over the past decade, the major demographic changes observed for Uran and surrounding areas can 
be attributed to three reasons- industrial establishments of ONGC (Oil and Natural Gas Corporation) 
and JNPT (Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust) and the domestic tourism based on religious activities.  
 

Industrial Establishment:  
‘Uran has a naval base near Mora Gaon.  Locals claim that the base has stifled the growth of the 
town, due to sea travel restrictions imposed by the Indian Navy. The outskirts of Uran are mostly 
rural.’7

                                                            
4 Earlier, as per the Gazetteer; Panvel and Uran towns were part of Kolaba District. The Kolaba District was 
renamed to Raigarh District after 1947 and currently, these two towns are part of the Raigarh District of the 
Konkan Region. 

 The establishment of ONGC and JNPT has generated employment around villages. The 
primary occupation of residents has shifted from agriculture and fishing to the services sector. The 
floating population has also increased to 2000 to 3000 daily.  
 

Domestic Tourism:  
Uran holds a prominent place in the cultural and religious landscape of the Raigarh District.  
There are lots of famous temples such as Ratneshwari temple in Jaskhar village of Uran taluka, 
Vinayak mandir, Mankeshwar mandir, the Dutt Mandir in Deulwadi and Saibaba Mandir in Mora. 
These temples attract a large crowd during festivals. The Kolaba beach stretched up to Mora is a 
place to visit and mostly on Sundays it’s very crowded. The Elephanta caves are in close proximity to 
Uran. The city sees a huge crowd during the Dutt Jayanti Festival. 

5 Imperial Gazetteer of India - 
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/reference/gazetteer/pager.html?objectid=DS405.1.I34_V19_411.gif  
Census Data 2001, Santosh Pawar, Councilor, MC Uran, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20040616075334/http://www.censusindia.net/results/town.php?stad=A&state5=999 
6 Source: Development Plan of Uran, 1987 
7 Source: http://wapedia.mobi/en/Uran  
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2. Condition Assessment of Deulwadi Precinct  
The condition assessment of Deulwadi Precinct is done through physical transformation analysis 
through satellite images, development plan analysis, household survey, government structure, 
streets analysis and nodes analysis. The detailed study of individual buildings along with the 
drawings is attached as annexure.  
 

2.1. Transformations  
 

Zonal level physical transformations 
 
 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                      

Deulwadi Precinct area – 
Google imagery 2002 

Deulwadi Precinct area – 
Google imagery Feb 2003 
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Deulwadi Precinct area – 
Google imagery June 2003 

Deulwadi Precinct area – Google 
imagery, March 2004 

Deulwadi Precinct area – Google 
imagery, March 2005 
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In 2003 the major transformation happen on south west area of Deulwadi, green thick forested 
patch been cleared up. Land along the Bhimala talao was reclaimed and the inside edge of  talao 
was also strengthened with paving and embankment at the same time. New buildings can be seen in 
the Northern corner of Bhimala talao.   
 
In 2004 there are three new buildings developed at corner of the Bazar Peth Street. This new 
buildings have blocked the wide views of Bhimala talao. 
In 2005 jirnodhar work was done for the Hanuman temple, Ganpati temple and Laxminarayan 
temple. The façade of the Ganpati temple retained its original character but the Hanuman temple 
was raised and was constructed with contemporary building material of cement and concrete. At the 
same time, a gymnasium was built in the northern edge of Bhimala talao by Municipal Council of 
Uran. The character of Deulwadi Temple Street has also changed due to renovation of Vitthal 
temple, Sanghmeshwar temple and Urnavati temple with contemporary materials. Subsequent 
changes have resulted in deterioration of historic significance of the area.  
 
Conclusion:  
The architecturally important area of Deulwadi temple street been impacted due to densification of 
newly constructed concrete buildings. These new buildings have degraded the visual importance of 
watershed edge. Overall building heights have increased which has changed the skyline of the area.  
At a zonal level, the green soft landscaped with traditional buildings set up has changed since 2003 
and is turning into a  concrete jungle around Bhimala talao and corners of Bazar Peth. The 
architectural expression of temples and other buildings are still holding the character of streets but 
haphazard unregulated modifications has impacted overall visual degradation of area. Rapidly 
changing building materials such as concrete and still grilled has replaced the wooden carved and 
vernacular designed grilled from the area. The change of roof line and colours of temples have 
degraded the visual expression of architectural values. The architectural significant elements such as 
wells and corners of common areas are becoming garbage collection points. So this synthesis reflects 
overall transformations in physical, architectural and people’s mindsets.   

Deulwadi Precinct area – Google 
imagery, March 2009 
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Domes of (from right to left) Vitthal 
Mandir, Shiv Mandir and Urnavati Devi 
Mandir in 2004 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Hanuman Mandir in 2004 Hanuman Mandir in 2010 

Ganpati Mandir in 2004                         

 

Ganpati Mandir in 2010 
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2.2. Development Plan Analysis 
 

 
Map 1 Uran Development Plan, 1987 

The development plan of Uran was prepared in 1987 that emphasized on planning proposal, 
population growth, employment generation, future land use planning, and identified various 
development zones and other public facilities.  
 
The plan recognizes the area along the Bhimala talao as a major water resource and has declared 
it as a no development zone. But the plan does not recognize the tangible and intangible heritage 
components. The Development Plan identifies the Deulwadi area as part of the Congestion area 
(Gauthan; however the temples, major nodes and cultural festivities and ceremonies do not find a 
mention as an important component of heritage. Congestion area means the gauthan or the 
original village or the core of village. The FSI of the Gauthan area is 1.8 (G+II) or 13.5mt height.8

                                                            
8 Development Control Regulations for Mumbai Metropolitan Region, 1999.  

  
 
The Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk and the temple street are part of the ‘Congestion area’ in the 
Development plan and the current FSI utilized is less than the allowable FSI of 1.8. (Refer below 
table) So there is a possibility of future development.  Based on the FSI as stipulated by the DP; a 
FSI analysis for the 18 listed buildings has been attempted to derive the unutilized FSI. This 
information immerges from survey record information and overlay of Total Station Survey Base 
map.  The current segregation of plot areas and built up areas gives the current utilized FSI.  This 
has been compared with the allowable built up in the area to understand the land utilization and 
unutilized FSI. 10 out of 18 buildings have unutilized FSI; whereas the Laxmi Narayan Mandir and 
the commando building have exceeded the allowable FSI.  
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This provides insights that if additional facilities like dharmshalas or Guesthouses for visitors or any 
development related to religious activities need to be added, then this provision can be utilized.  
 
However, the same could also serve as a threat to the precinct if this unutilized FSI is used for 
unregulated incoherent building activity. This highlights the need for specific building byelaws and 
regulations for the precinct area.  
 
The regulations also need to enforce the typology of buildings and kind of use can be place for new 
building activity.  
 
The delineated Deulwadi Precinct falls in two wards- numbered 16 and 13. There are two elected 
representatives (councilor) who play a significant role in the overall development process. The 
decisions for development and funds allocation for roads, water sanitation, and public facilities are 
given directly by General Body (17 councilors and president) with Advisory staff.   
 
The table below represents the analysis of un-utilized FSI for the 18 Heritage Buildings of Deulwadi 
precinct 
 
Sr 
no 

Building Name and survey 
number 

Plot area No of 
floors 

Total built up 
area 

Utilized FSI Allowable FSI Un-utilized  
FSI 

1 Vitthal Mandir 1052 89sqmt  G 74sqmt  0.8 1.8 1 

2 Sangmeshwar Mahadev 
Mandir 

117sqmt G 108sqmt 0.9 1.8 0.9 

3 Shitla devi Mandir 82sqmt G 63sqmt 0.7 1.8 1.1 
4 Vitthal Rukmani mandir 221sqmt G 90sqmt 0.4 1.8 1.4 

5 Residence 2 185sqmt G+1 G – 175 
F.F – 63 
Total - 238 

1.2 1.8 0.6 

6 Residence 3  72sqmt G+1 G- 95 
F.F – 41 
Total - 136 

1.8 1.8 NA 

7 Balaji temple  491sqmt G Balaji temple – 
106 
Adjoining 

0.4 1.8 1.2 
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Sr 
no 

Building Name and survey 
number 

Plot area No of 
floors 

Total built up 
area 

Utilized FSI Allowable FSI Un-utilized  
FSI 

buildings – 124 
Total – 230sqmt 

8 Dutt temple 261sqmt G Dutt mandir – 85 
Adjoining 
structure – 69 
Total -15 4 

0.5 1.8 1.3 

9 Residence 4 181sqmt G 48sqmt 0.2 1.8 1.6 

10 Commando building 213sqmt G+1 G – 156sqmt 
F.F – 147 
Total - 303 

1.4 1.0 -0.4 

11 Hanuman temple 73sqmt G 60sqmt 0.8 1.0 0.2 

12 Ganpati temple 191.42sq
mt 

G+1 G -103 
F.F – 103 
Total - 206 

1.0 1.0 NA 

13 Laxmi Narayan mandir 191.42sq
mt 

G+1 G – 74 
F.F – 72 
Total - 152 

1.2 1.0 -0.2 

14 Ram mandir 591sqmt G+1 G – 263 
F.F – 225 
Total - 488 

0.8 1.0  0.2  

15 Bird feeder        

16 Dispensary  625sqmt G Dispensary – 
156.71 
Store – 23.11 
Total – 279.81 

0.4 1.0  0.4  

17 Residence  175 sq 
mt 

G+1 NA NA NA NA 

18 Shankar chawl  NA G+1 G – 347sqmt 
F.F – 285sqmt  

NA NA NA 

 

2.3. Results from household survey 
 

An intensive house hold survey was undertaken by the UMC team to collect the information 
regarding tenural status- owner occupied or tenant occupied buildings, occupation of the people, 
building heights and morphology, structural stability of the buildings and its significance of the 
Heritage precinct of the core zone. This survey includes only 18 buildings delineated as core area 
which has significant heritage value. The team collected details of property tax information from 
Municipal Council to authenticate the tenural status.   
 

The survey form is presented in Annexure II. There is 
detailed information regarding likely year of 
construction to ascertain approximate age of the 
building, the survey also captures condition of the 
building, construction technologies and material 
specifications on each floors. The analysis of 
Household survey is presented in graphical format, to 
make it easily understandable.  
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The buildings have been modified in accordance to their needs of the owners. Most of the buildings 
have been renovated between 2000 to 2009. However, the buildings have been renovated in the 
same place, not much is encroached or extended.  
 
The pie chart for the likely year of construction indicates that the age of buildings reflects historical 
significance. 56% of the buildings are 50 to 100 years old , 28% are 100 to 150 years old, 11% are 150 
to 200 years old while 5% of the properties are more than 200 years old.  
 

2.3.1. Ownership of Deulwadi Precinct  
28% of the properties are under Private trust, 17% under 
private single ownership and 22% under private multiple 
ownership, 28% by Public Trust ownership and only 5% 
under Municipal Council of Uran.  
This analysis is important to devise implementation 
strategies for the various ownership based properties.  
 
This analysis when cross tabulated with condition of 
building highlights that the properties operated by 
private trusts and single private ownership are in good 
condition; with the exception of Ram Mandir and Shankar Chawl which are in a bad condition. These 
two buildings are built with traditional construction technologies and architecturally more 
significant. The properties operated by Public Trust (Sanghmeshwar trust) are also in good condition.  
The discussion with owners during survey and several visits were made people more aware 
regarding importance of Heritage. 

2.3.2. Occupation of the Deulwadi Precinct 
50% people surveyed are employed in Government Service, 
25% are priests who are involved in maintaining and running 
the temples, 19% are involved in activities like tailoring or 
are employed as truck drivers and only 6% are in food or 
catering business. The original owners of some of the 
temples have moved out of Uran and have undertaken 
business in Mumbai.  
   

2.3.3. Ownership & Multiple Tenants of Deulwadi Precinct 
78% properties house tenants- either single or multiple 
tenants; 22% of properties are occupied by multiple owners.   
The houses built by Sanghmeshwar Trust have been rented 
out who give a nominal rent of 50 Rs. to 100 Rs. per year. It 
was observed that the houses which have been given on 
rent are more than 100 years old.     
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2.3.4. Structural Stability of the Deulwadi Precinct  
This analysis was done based on observation of the UMC 
team. 61% properties are in good structural condition, 28% 
as fair while 11% properties have a bad structural condition 
and require immediate repairs. The analysis reflects that the 
buildings built with wooden traditional techniques are not 
maintained well. The buildings under Sanghmeshwar trust 
are in fair condition. The buildings in good condition are the 
ones which have been renovated between 2003 to 2007 
with contemporary materials.  

2.3.5. Significance of the Deulwadi Precinct  
 
The Deulwadi core area consists of temples which 
have greater religious, historical, architectural 
and cultural values.   34% buildings have 
significant architectural value while of 30% of 
buildings have cultural value,   18% have 
historical significance.  

 

       

2.3.6. Building Use Analysis of the Precinct   
 
This analysis is based on the household survey 
conducted by the UMC team; building uses of 
each of the 79 buildings comprising the precinct 
(core and buffer zone). Refer Annex III and IV for 
the household survey questionnaire.  
The building use depicted in this zone in the 
Development Plan is predominantly of religious 
and residential nature; however, there are 
various uses observed on the ground. The 
Residential building use comprises of 45% of the 
buildings followed by 22% commercial, 15% mixed land use and 13% religious buildings.  
The core zone buildings are predominantly religious and residential while there is a concentration of 
commercial use in the buffer zone.  
 
This increase of commercial use in the buffer area is becoming a threat to the Core are. The 
Deulwadi Temple Street still retains its historic use but needs guidelines and a regulatory framework 
to continue the same use.  
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2.3.7. Status of Building Use of the Precinct  
  
More than 95% of buildings are in use and only 3% buildings are 
vacant. This shows the willingness of people to continue living in this 
area. This highlights the fact that the buildings are in use and hence are 
being maintained and the fear of dilapidation and non-use is low.  
This analysis further shows the need for devising some mechanism to 
regularize these 3% of vacant area to be converted into usable space.  
 

2.3.8. Building Height of the Precinct  
 
Buildings in the precinct are predominantly (45%) single storied 
while 37% are ground plus one storied. Only 4% of the buildings are 
three storied and these are also located in the Buffer area of the 
precinct. The series of domes of temples located in the Core zone 
generate a distinct skyline in with backdrop of trees. But in 
accordance with the development happening around the precinct, 
there is a need for strong guidelines for controlling building heights. 
The buildings which are mostly single storied are located in core area 
of Deulwadi Precinct. This area has been identified as congestion 
area according to Development plan and the FSI allowed is 1.8 but existing buildings have not 
utilized the allowable FSI or provision for height of 13.5 Mt.  The area just outside of Temple Street 
appears denser and overall building height is more than G+2.  
 

2.4. Governance and Management of the Deulwadi  Sansthan  
 

The Deulwadi precinct has a very unique management for the area. Historically the land belonged to 
the Deulwadi SansthanTrust; at present some portion of the land has been given on lease and some 
portions have been sold. The temple street has a series of temples managed by four different trusts.  
There are temples namely Vitthal madir, Sanghmewar Mahadev Mandir and Dutta Mandir function 
independently under the Sanghmewar Sansthan Trust. Based on discussions with people, the Vitthal 
Rukmani temple is under private single ownership of the Asha ben Parekh Family and the Urnavati 
Devi temple belonging to Naik family but the land belongs to the Sanghmeswar Sansthan Trust. The 
Trust has given land to Gopal Krishna Vachnalaya at a nominal rate of 1 Rs in 1947. The Balaji temple 
is maintained independently by the Shroff Public trust.  
 

The Ganpati chowk consists of four temples which are under ownership of private family trusts. The 
Hanuman temple is owned and managed by Chavate family. The Laxmi Narayan temple is registered 
as Public trust and managed by Bramhin family. Dakshina coming from devotes is the only source of 
income for the temple. The Ganpati mandir is registered as Private trust and all temple expenses 
made by the trust only. The Ram mandir is registered as Private trust runs by Gujarati family. The 
trust has brought one family to take care for the temple. The temple also serves as rest place for 
domestic tourist. The temple runs independently by the Thakkar family only and all expenses made 
by them.   The Uran Municipal Council provides all basic services in the area viz.- water supply, solid 
waste management, road maintenance, street lighting etc and collects yearly property taxes from 
the properties in the precinct.  
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Governance and Management of Deulwadi Sansthan 

Uran Municipal 
Council 

Administration and 
operation and 
maintenance   

Provision of all urban services  

Collection of taxes  

Pay of approximately 
500 Rs rent for road, 
toilets and hand 
pump 



2.5. Activity Mapping at Precinct Level 
 

    
 
The Deulwadi precinct comprises of temple, residences and commercial building use. The 
concentration of morning activity is mainly focused around the temples with people coming from all 
over the Uran town to the temple street to pray and around the Bhimala talao garden for exercise. 
There is also activity in the morning to buy flowers near the Ganpati chowk. There are some large 
shops which are involved in the business of supplying flowers to Bombay and Pune cities.   
 
The chowk witnesses multiple activities during different times of the day. The Deulwadi Sansthan 
chowk is primarily utilized by people relaxing and resting around the Bargad tree platform, children 
playing in the chowk and bathing and washing activity near the well. The Deulwadi Street is more 
oriented about religious and relaxation activity.  
 
The Deulwadi precinct (Mora Road) consists of mainly commercial activity. Most of the shops selling 
food and flowers open at 8:00 am and other retail shops selling clothes, toys, hardware and hotels 
open from 9:00 am in morning. In the mornings, the main vehicular traffic movement is observed 
between 10:00 am to 12:00 pm.   
There is a heavy vehicular movement again after 5:00 pm   with citizens heading back home from 
their work places and due to the shift change of the staff working in JNPT and ONGC.  
There is again a concentration of movement in the evenings in the Temple Street and at the Ganpati 
chowk. After 6:30 pm, some of the temples organize bhajans and vyakhyans (religious discourses) 
that add cultural significance to the area.   
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2.6. Existing Physical Infrastructure 
 
Roads: 

The total area of Uran town is 2.29 sq. kms. It has a road network 
of 16 kms with 5 kms of road length having width more than 
3.5m.9

Water Supply: 

 The Deulwadi Precinct, in central Uran, is surrounded with 
concrete, tarmac, and paved roads. Deulwadi Sansthan area, which 
is also called Temple Street, has a concrete road connected to 
Ganpati Chowk. The flooring outside many of these temples has 
recently been constructed using marbles and tiles. This area is 
identified by banyan tree, well, deepastambhas and open space. 
The Ganpati Chowk is identified with Hanuman Mandir, Ganesh 
Mandir and Lakshmi Mandir abutting the road on one side and 
Ram Mandir on the other side. Ganpati chowk is also the starting 

point of the busy Bazaar Peth. Overall condition of the roads in the precinct was found to be in a 
good condition; however the open drains running along the roads are not cleaned regularly and 
deteriorate the image of the place.  
 

Uran Municipal Council Supplies water in the Deulwadi 
Precinct. M.C. Uran receives treated water from 
Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC). 
The water filtration plant of MIDC is 10 kms away from the 
Water Storage Tank of Uran Municipal Council. There is one 
Elevated Service Reservoir (ESR) having 1.1ML capacity and 
one Ground Storage Reservoir (GSR) having 0.6ML capacity. 
Water is first stored into GSR and then transferred to ESR.  

The town is supplied 3.5ML of water daily with 150 liters as per capita supply. The council supplies 
water for 45 minutes of every day. The quantity of water supplied was found to be satisfactory as 
mentioned by the council officials as well as some citizen representatives. Each house in the precinct 
has its own water storage capacity; none of the houses use traditional method of rain water 
harvesting. The water from the well in the Deulwadi Sansthan is not potable but is used by few 
families for washing clothes.  

 

                                                            
9 City Engineer, Uran Municipal Council ibid  
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Sewerage System: 

At present  the whole  town  is  covered with open  drains, which has  been 

covered partially at some places. There is no underground sewerage system 

for collection, conveyance and safe disposal of waste water. There are open 

and unlined drains  in  the  town. At  some places, choked drains are visible 

which create serious problems of waste water flowing on the road.  

All houses having individual toilet connections have constructed their septic 

tanks.  The  town  needs  a  new  sewerage  system  to  be  put  in  place with 

appropriate  network,  treatment  and  disposal  systems  and  systems  of 

appropriate maintenance.  

 

At present, there are no storm water drains  in the town. Generally, the rain water drains out from 

higher elevation  to  low  lying areas, which ultimately merges  into  the creek. Due  to  lack of proper 

drainage system,  there are  incidences of water  logging at  the entrance  to Deulwadi  from Bhimala 

talao side and near to the well in Deulwadi Sansthan.  

 
Public Toilets: 

There are  total 6 public  toilets  (each having 5‐6  seats each)  in 

Uran  out  of which  4  toilets  are  near  the  Deulwadi  Sansthan.  

These toilets are being maintained by the Council. All toilets are 

functioning  but  are  very  dirty  and  in  unhygienic  condition.  In 

some  toilets, doors were not  in a good  condition  and with no 

locking system.  

 
 

 
Solid Waste Management: 
 
The city generates an average 6.5 ton of solid waste out of which 

1 ton  is generated  in the Deulwadi precinct  itself.10 Based on the 

estimated  population  for  2010,  per  capita  waste  generation 

comes  to  190  grams/per  day.11  Internal  streets  of  Deulwadi 

Precinct were found to be clean because of effective collection of 

solid waste.  

A private agency has been hired by the municipal council for road 

sweeping and collection of solid waste, which is done on yearly contract basis.   

 
   

                                                            
10 City Engineer, Uran Municipal Council 
11 Calculated based on projected population 
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Electricity and Street Lights: 
 
Uran Municipal  Council  has  been  entrusted  with  the  responsibility  for 

provision  and  maintenance  of  street  lights  within  the  Council  area. 

Maharashtra  Electricity  Board  (MHEB)  supplies  electricity  to  the  town 

while  street  lights  are  being  maintained  by  the  Council.  As  per  the 

discussion,  almost  100%  properties  in  the  Deulwadi  precinct  area  are 

having electricity connection.12 There are total 33 street lights in Deulwadi 

Precinct.13  

 
Telecommunication: 
 
In Uran, Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) provides telephone connection to households 

but very  less numbers of households are having fixed telephone connections. People prefer to use 

mobile phones as  it  is more affordable and cheaper. Based on  the estimation, around 80% of  the 

population residing, in the Deulwadi Precinct, is using mobile phones.14  
 

The overall infrastructure has mapping evaluated in map also to visualize location of it. 

 

   

                                                            
12 ibid, 10 
13 Counted from Total Station Survey 
14 Municipal Officials, Uran Municipal Council 
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3. Deulwadi streets and Nodes 
 
The Deulwadi precinct comprises of the Temple Street associated with its series of temples 
staggered in a raw with similar single floored low heighted skyline. The series of semicircular and 
triangulated domes of the temples provide an iconic identity to the town. The street also has cultural 
elements such as Deepstambha and small tulsi kyaras on the road side. These elements are located 
on road side plinth symbolize Konkani style of village character.  
 

 
                   Figure 15 Plan of the Deulwadi Internal Street 

 
The documentation of the Deulwadi internal street includes roads, material specification and texture 
of the surfaces. The road is made out of R.C.C and varies in width from 4mts. near the Deulwadi gate 
to 1.7 mts near the Vitthal Mandir. Present condition of road is good. 
Architecturally the street comprises of temples on one side and residences on the other. The 
Deulwadi Sansthan chowk is a node leading to Ganpati chowk on one side and to the Bhimala Talao 
to the other.  
The sections present single storied sloping roofed structures characterize humanizing scale. The 
street presents temples with facades made out of wooden and M.S grills with traditional building 
techniques. All the temples have paved spaces in front called katta. This serves as a space for 
devotees to sit and talk with each other. The Architectural documentation also includes the massing 
study and skyline to see the common height of streetscape.  
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The following sheets present the architectural drawings of the Deulwadi internal street.  
 

3.1. Deulwadi internal street  
 

D1 – Section cutting through Deulwadi  Sansthan  Chowk 

 
D1A – Section cutting through Ganpati chowk 
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D2 – Elevation from Deulwadi internal street 

 
 

D2A – Elevation of Ganpati chowk 
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3.2. Talao Street 
D3    ‐ Section of talao side 
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D3A ‐ Section cutting from road side to talao side 

 
 

D4 – Elevation from talao side  
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3.3. Identification of Nodes in the Precinct 
  

A node is a centre of activity. Actually it is a type of landmark 
but is distinguished from a landmark by virtue of its active 
function. Where a landmark is a distinct visual object, a node 
is a distinct hub of activity. 
Based on this understanding, the following nodes have been 
identified in the Deulwadi Precinct.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Node1: Entry to Deulwadi Sansthan from   Bhimala talao 
side. 

Node 2:  Deulwadi Sansthan 
Node 3:  Temple street 
Node 4: Gated Chowk – entry to Deulwadi Sansthan. 
Node 5: Ganpati Chowk 
Node 6: Dispensary Junction 
Node 7:  Bazaar Peth 
 

 

Figure 16 Map showing Location of all 7 Nodes 

 
 
  

Nodes are the “strategic spots in a 
city/area into which an observer can 
enter, and which are intensive foci to 
and from which he is travelling. They 
may be primary junctions, places of a 
break in transportation, a crossing or 
convergence of paths, moments of 
shift from one structure to another. Or 
the nodes may be simply 
concentrations, which gain their 
importance from being the 
condensation of some use or physical 
character, as a street-corner hangout 
or an enclosed square” 

Source: Image of a city – Kevin Lynch 
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3.4. Details of Nodes  
 

The architecture of the konkan coast is climatically responsive, uses a sustainable approach and has 
an Indian identity. In India, the people who farmed, who fished and who have built their houses with 
their highly developed skills of craftsmanship always planned a house that was their own but that 
also belonged to the village. It was only one unit of the many that made up the village street. One 
house was built, then the next and the next. Streets that were thus formed were shaded from the 
afternoon sun.  
 
The series of trees on edge of streets and junctions 
(Nodes) always made up with resting places like Otlas 
or Chabutaras or some religious elements attached 
with street furniture that defined the village 
vernacular character. Uran is one of the old towns 
which has a similar kind of characteristic. The plan 
form of Deulwadi Area looks like a row of temples 
staggered and opening up with little open Verandahs 
towards streets. All Open spaces are at junctions with 
banyan and peepal trees with little otlas that express 
the vernacular village character. The roofs are built in timber and covered with Mangalore tiles.  
 
The plan of the house is primarily square. The square tiled roof is seen as a common element 
throughout the coastal villages of the Konkan region. 
All low heighted humanizing scales of buildings in row 
along a low density pedestrian street gives a 
definitive character to area. The percentage of 
density verses open spaces is more or less 50% from 
bird’s eye view. Square plans and overhanging 
pitched roof with Mangalore tiles giving a very 
vernacular; regional architectural character of Uran. 
As per the discussion with citizen that the temple 
street is use for the religious procession for hind 
religious occasion of town. The elements like Deepstambhas and Tulsi kyara add religious 
dimensions to streetscapes. 
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Node 1: Entry to Deulwadi Sansthan from Bhimla talao side. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Figure 17 Views from entry to Deulwadi Sansthan from 
Bhimla talao side 

Figure 18 Node 1- Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly 
during day time 
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Node 2: Deulwadi Sansthan 

 
 

 
 

Figure 19 Panoramic Views of Deulwadi Sansthan 

 
Figure 20 Section through Deulwadi Sansthan  
(Note: the bars shows the nature of activity, cross refer with activity mapping map) 

 
Figure 21 Node 2- Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly during day time 
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Node 3: Temple street 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 22 Panoramic Views: Temple side 

 
Figure 23 Views from Temple Street towards residence side  
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Figure 24 Panoramic View: Residence Side 

 
Figure 25 Section through Temple Street 

 
(Note: the color code identifies the nature of activity on the street, cross refer with activity mapping map) 
 

 
Figure 26 Node 3: Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly during day time 
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Node 4: Gated Chowk – Entry to Deulwadi Sansthan. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 27 Panoramic View: Node 

        

 

Figure 28 Gated entry for Temple Street  Figure 29 Node 4: Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly 
during day time 
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Node 5: Ganpati Chowk 

 

 
Figure 30 Panoramic view – Ganpati Chowk 

 
Figure 31 Section through Ganpati Chowk 
  
 
 
 
 

(Note: the color code identifies the nature of activity on the Ganpati chowk, cross refer with activity mapping 
map) 

 
Figure 32 Node 5 - Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly during day time 
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Node 6: Dispensary Junction 

 
 

 
 
 

    
Figure 33 Views from road side to Dispensary Junction 

 
 
 

 
Figure 34 Node 6 - Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly 

during day time 
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Node 7: Bazaar Peth 

 
Figure 35 Views towards Bazaar Peth 

 
Figure 36 Node 7 - Overlapping Activity Mapping majorly during day time 
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Deulwadi Temple Street     Talao Street 
 
The detailed mapping of surfaces shows the existing condition of the area. The analysis of surfaces 
texture of the area will help to identify projects for development of roads, foot paths and parking 
spaces on road side. The condition of internal roads is good. The map below presents overall texture 
of the Deulwadi precinct.   

 
 
 
 
 
  

Legend, Surface 
Textures of Deulwadi 
Precinct 
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3.5. Neighborhood Landmarks, Cultural and Religious elements   
 
Neighbourhood landmarks are points of reference. They are usually a rather simply defined physical 
object: building, sign, store, or mountain.  The prominent visual features of the neighbourhood are 
its landmarks. Some landmarks are very large and seen at great distances, like the does of the 
temples.15

• Deepstambhas  

 Some landmarks are very small e.g. a tree within Deulwadi Sansthan chowk and can only 
be seen from near.  Landmarks are an important element of urban form because they help people to 
orient themselves within the area and help identify the area. 
 
The following have been identified as neighbourhood landmarks in the Deulwadi Precinct:  
 

• Peepal tree 
• Bargad tree 
• Well 
• Dwarpal  

 

3.5.1. Deepstambhas:   
 
Deepstambha is a decorative column that holds oil lamps, is a part of a temple complex and  almost 
always in front of the main door. Deepstambhas hold a deep cultural importance in the Konkan 
region. In Deulwadi, three temples have Deepstambhas in front of them, and this gives the place a 
unique character. It is associated with the temple, festivity, and light signifying the good and holy. 
Deepstambhas are also an icon as they can be seen from different places in the precinct. 
Deepstambhas in Deulwadi are lit at the time of major annual festivals like Dutta Jayanti, Ram 
Navmi. Their uses are varied, showing the integration of this element in daily lives of common 
people. Activities include drying clothes, relaxing; the base is also used as an Otla by residents for 
sitting to talk to people passing by, etc. It is used all throughout the day. 

 
Figure 37 Deepstambha 1: Outside Vitthal Mandir 

                                                            
15 Source:  Image of a city – Kevin Lynch 
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Deepstambha 1 
 

    
 
Deepstambha 2 
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Deepstambha 3 
 

 
 
 

3.5.2.  Peepal tree 
 
The peepal tree is a large semi evergreen tree native to India, Bangladesh, 
Nepal, Shri Lanka, southwest China and Indo-China. This tree is considered 
sacred by the followers, Jainism and Buddhism, and hence the name 
'Sacred Fig' was given to it. The tree is a well-known symbol for happiness, 
prosperity, longevity and good luck. The Hindus do pradakshina 
(circumambulation) around the sacred tree as a mark of worship.  
The tree in Deulwadi Sansthan is used for its shade and people worship the 
tree and the idol kept under it. The tree is used all throughout the day in 
the day to day life of the people of Deulwadi.  The otla of the tree is 
broken and weathered out, it needs repairs. 
 

3.5.3. Bargad tree 
 
The Banyan tree grows over a large area. The roots then give rise to 
more trunks and branches. Because of this characteristic & 
longevity, the Banyan tree is considered immortal & sacred and is an 
integral part of the myths and legends in India. Even today, the 
banyan tree is the focal point of village life and the village council 
meetings under the shade of this huge shade-giving tree. 
 
In Hinduism, the banyan tree is considered sacred and is called Vat 
Vriksha. God Shiva as Dakshinamurthy is nearly always depicted 
sitting in silence under the banyan with rishis at his feet. It is 
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thought of as perfectly symbolizing eternal  life due to 

its  seemingly  unending  expansion.  Also  in  Hindu 

culture,  the  banyan  tree  is 

alsocalled kalpavriksha meaning  'wish  fulfilling  divine 

tree'.  In modern  parlance  in  the Hindi language,  it  is 

known as Bargad, Vatavriksh, and Barh. 

In Buddhism's Pali canon, the banyan (Pali: nigrodha) is 

referenced numerous  times. Typical metaphors allude 

to the banyan's epiphytic nature, likening the banyan's 

supplanting of  a host  tree  as  comparable  to  the way 

sensual desire (kāma) overcomes humans. 

The tree in Deulwadi Sansthan is used for its shade and people worship the tree. There are some old 

religious sculptures kept under the tree. The tree is used all throughout the day in the day to day life 

of the people of Deulwadi.  The otla of the tree is broken and weathered out, it needs repairs. 

 

3.5.4.  Well 

In  Deulwadi,  there  is  a  main  well  in  the  Deulwadi  Sansthan  which  is  hand  dug,  and  water 

is drawn by containers, such as buckets, that are raised by hand. Earlier, the water of the well was 

the primary  source of drinking water, however  the water  is not potable, so  it  is used  for washing 

only. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.5.5. Dwarpal  
Dwarpal loosely translated means gatekeeper or protector. Hindu mythology mentions two Dwarpal 

outside Vishnu’s abode. Lord Ram is considered to be an avatar of Shri Vishnu, hence the Dwarpal on 

the door of the temple. These are very important markers in the cognitive memory of the people of 

the area. 
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3.6. Cultural Practices  
The presence of tulsi plant symbolizes the religious bent of a Hindu family. A Hindu household is 
considered incomplete if it doesn't have a tulsi plant in the courtyard.  “Tulsi kyara” - many families 
have the tulsi planted in a specially built structure, which has images of deities installed on all four 
sides, and an alcove for a small earthen oil lamp. Some households can even have up to a dozen tulsi 
plants on the verandah or in the garden forming a "tulsi-van" or "tulsivrindavan" - a miniature basil 
forest. The people in Deulwadi worship tulsi plant. To begin Tulsi Puja, one is required to take a bath. 
The pot pot where Tulsi is grown is decorated,   water is offered to the sacred plant. After this, 
kumkum is applied on one of its leaf. Some people tie a cloth of red cloth along the stem. Offer red 
flower to the sacred herb, Tulsi. Offer fruits by placing them near the pot. Light the clay lamp and 
perform aarti to complete the Tulsi Puja. People usually take a leaf of tulsi after the Puja and put it in 
their mouth. It is believed by committing such act; they are taking the spirit of goddess inside them. 
 
Tulsi Vivah 
It is considered that the month of Kartik (October-November) is loved by Tulsi. And on a specific day 
(Kartik Shukla Dwadashi) of this month there is a tradition when Tulsi plants are beautifully 
decorated with structures made of sugarcane, mango leaves and flowers and then a puja is offered. 
In Gaudiya Vaishnava communities, it is called the 'Tulsi Vivah' or the wedding day of Tulsi and 
Shaligram. On the festive occasion of 'Kartik Shukla Dwadashi' that usually falls two weeks after the 
celebration of Diwali, tulsi plants are adorned with varied artistic things made from sugarcane, 
flowers and mango leaves. After decorating Tulsi Vrindavana, people offer prayers to Tulsi. Clay 
lamps are lit all around the tulsi plant. The event is usually celebrated as tulsi vivah, in which tulsi is 
married to Lord Vishnu. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Janmashtami: Janmastmi is a major festival celebrated by Balaji temple.  A three day kirtan is 
organized on Satam and Aatham and Navam days of Navratri. On the final day Navam, or the day of 
janmastami a lot of people come and join the festivities. A Brahman Bhoj is organized on this day 
where all Brahmins from Deulwadi Area are invited for Bhoj.  
   

Ram-navmi: Ram navmi is organized by the Ram Mandir with great fervor. The temple opens at 4am 
for devotees to come and pay their devotions. A palkhee is taken out at 10 pm and it goes around 
the city. A kirtan program is organized for 2-3 hours post which temple closes for the day at 3 am. In 
Laxmi Narain Mandir a two hour program kirtan organized. 
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Dutta Jayanti: Dutta Jayanti is the biggest festival of Uran where over a lakh devotee’s throng to the 
Dutta temple. Samajsewaks, Pujaris, Police, Sangameshwar Trust trustees, the Youth Group and the 
Vishwa Hindu Parishad get together to organize the festival. A pandal is put up and a bhoj organized 
for the visitors. A fair comes up during that time at Lal Maidan which is an added attraction. The area 
of Bajar peth sees enhanced activity during dutta jayanti time. 
 

Hanuman jayanti:  Hanuman Jayanti is main program celebrated by the hanuman Temple in which 
hundreds of devotees come to attend the puja.  
 

Palkhee,: route – talao to bajar peth to hanuman mandir to Deulwadi. Procession happens at night. 
Starts @ around 10 pm and ends by 12midnight or 1 am.  
 

Vaad Purnima- This day is very famous among women as they come and do puja of Vaad Tree for 
wellbeing and good health of their husband. 
 

Mangla Gaur- Mangla Gaur is a special Puja performed by newly married couples for which they visit 
the Laxmi Narain temple.  
 
Narali Purnima- This festival is celebrated on the full moon day of the month of Shravan in the Hindu 
calendar (around month of August). This is the most important festival for the coastal region as after 
the rainy season, the new season for fishing starts on this day. Fishermen and women offer coconuts 
to the sea and ask for peaceful season and pray the sea to get/remain calm. The same day is 
celebrated as Rakhi Poornima to commemorate the abiding ties between brother and sister. Narali 
Bhaat (sweet rice with Coconut) is the main dish on this day. Desastta Brahmins change their sacred 
thread (janve in Marathi) on this day.  
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4. Issues and Assessment of Significances  
The process of assigning significances comprises primary survey and documentation of people’s 
points of view and values associated with the area, to intricate understanding of the area from its 
geographical, historical, environmental socio-cultural, architectural, and economic points of views. 
The statement of significance is looking at macro and micro level of importance in the vicinity of 
Mumbai and Uran town. Identification of the issues and current management requirements, various 
projects and priorities for conservation works, regulatory controls for sensitive development have 
been done based on the assessment.  

4.1. Assessment of Significance 
UMC staff and experts conducted individual interviews and discussions with various stakeholders of 
Uran to assess the significance they attribute to the precinct, to understand their perspective on 
conservation process and the needs of further development according to the needs of the people. 
The findings of survey were observed to be positive from local point of view. The assessment has 
been made on the basis of views and significance attributed by citizens and municipal officials as is 
reflected in the SWOT analysis above.  

Table 2 Local opinion on significances 
Component Local opinion on description on significance 

 
Local opinion and 
remarks  

Socio-cultural significance   
 
having strong or special 
association with a particular 
community or cultural group 
in the local area for social, 
cultural or spiritual purpose  

Majority of respondents said that festivities brought 
all communities together and strengthened social 
network and that cultural activities are a part of with 
their daily lives. They also felt that the knowledge of 
values and traditions are passed on from generation to 
generation. 

Very high significance 
value 

Environmental significance 
  
Having  importance to sustain 
bio-diversity, existing 
environments, high degree of 
utility by the local community. 
It also helps to control overall 
climate 

The Deulwadi area has a large water body, the 
Bhimala talao, in the center surrounded with trees and 
temples, which represent the unique character of the 
place. According to the views of local people; the 
Bhimala talao is the only urban level open space in the 
town. The large water body and the dense vegetation 
improve the overall air quality and help in filtration of 
dust generated due to vehicular and human 
movement. 

Very high significance 

Historical significance  
 
A item is important in the 
course or pattern of the local 
area’s cultural or natural 
history  

The Deulwadi Precinct which has temples mainly built 
during the 18th-19th centuries. These temples are 
very valuable sources of information, adding 
significance to the historical evolution of the area. 

High 

Architectural value 
An item is important in 
demonstrating  aesthetic 
characteristics and/ or  high 
degree of creative or technical 
achievement in local area  

The buildings are built in regional vernacular style with 
local material and local craftsmanship. It represents 
embodied knowledge of structure and design of local 
craftsman.  The buildings are still intact with original 
use of the space. 

Moderate 
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4.2. Key issues emerged from the study 
 

Sr. Aspect Issue Priority Required 

1 Historical   
  New Identity from a historical/ socio-cultural centre to 

being an important work place for ONGC, JNPT related 
activities   

Significant Attention  

  Lack of signage highlighting the history of the area  Significant Attention 
2 Environmental    
  Inefficient solid waste management  Urgent Attention 
  Visarjan of ganesh idols and flower waste into the Bhimala 

Talao leading to contamination of the water  
Urgent Attention 

  Heavy air and noise pollution during festivals, especially 
during Ganesh Chaturthi  

Urgent Attention 

  No proper sewerage system; a dirty nallah flows from near 
the precinct causing severe mosquito menace  

Urgent Attention 

3 Socio-Cultural  Lack of adequate facilities for tourists  Significant Attention 
  Lack of cleanliness and maintenance of the area  Urgent Attention 
4 Architectural  Changing character of the area due to changes in materials  
  Unused FSI of the area if not guided could lead into a drastic 

change of character 
Significant Attention 

  Lack of availability of traditional building materials and 
workmanship 

Minimum Attention 

5 Economic The changing identity of the area to become a hub for work 
due to ONGC and JNPT related activities  

Minimum Attention 

  Increasing land prices in Uran and in Mumbai leading to 
coming up of high rise buildings  

Significant Attention 

6 Management Coordination between the various private and public trusts 
in order to maintain the precinct  

Urgent Attention 

  Provision of adequate services by the Uran Municipal 
Council in terms of individual water connections, 
maintenance of the public toilets, regular waste collection, 
open drain cleaning 

Urgent Attention 

  Environmental management of the talao especially during 
ganesh visarjan  

Urgent Attention 

  Lack of specific building bye-laws and guidelines for the 
precinct  

Urgent Attention 
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4.3. SWOT Analysis 
SWOT analysis is a tool to identify strengths, weaknesses, possible opportunities and anticipated 
threats for any proposals or projects. The SWOT analysis has been carried out for each sectoral 
theme areas by consulting various stakeholders. Strengths are to build upon and are listed based on 
the data and details from past, and weaknesses are to overcome and are identified based on future 
perceptions and need, opportunities are listed to utilize or exploit and threats to guard against.  
 
Table 3 SWOT Analysis 
 

Aspect Strength 
What strength we build upon 

Weaknesses 
What we need to 

overcome 

Opportunity 
What we can use 

Threat 
What we need to 

be aware of 
Governance 
aspects 
 

 Regular inspection and fund 
allocation for development work 
according to priority of wards  

 Regular meetings  with council 
members and reviewing of 
requirement for development  

 Complaints are received from locals 
regularly (annually 7-8) for 
infrastructure up-gradation  

 Vibrant council  

 Lack of Skilled people 
like planners, architects, 
environmental planners 
in the council. As of 
now, the city engineer 
looks after all 
development works  

 Strong database to look 
after regular 
development process  

 ongoing Development 
Plan process being 
undertaken 

 could become a 
Municipal Corporation, 
hence would receive 
more funding  

 politicization 
of projects  

Location of 
precinct  

 the temple precinct provides identity 
to the place;  Temples and talao have 
become iconic symbol of Uran  

 Increase in income during festival 
time from domestic tourists  

 Closely linked in people’s daily lives.    
 Bhimala talao provides an open space 

for recreational activity 
 Management of the Deulwadi 

Sansthan 
 Proximity to Mumbai especially to 

South Mumbai –the work destination 
 Frequent ferry transport service 

providing easy commute 

 various reservations of 
‘No Development zone’ 
due to armament depot, 
ONGC gas plant, 
mangroves forest and 
chemical zone near JNPT  

 Lack of awareness 
towards heritage and 
environmental 
conservation  

 Lack of cleanliness and 
maintenance of the 
common spaces.  

 Management of the 
Deulwadi Sansthan  

 Vicinity to Elephanta 
Caves.  

 The Dutta Jayanti 
festival  brings more 
than 1 lakh pilgrims 
from the taluka to 
Uran.   

 

 Changing 
historic 
character of 
the place due 
to rapid 
urbanization 
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Aspect Strength 
What strength we build upon 

Weaknesses 
What we need to 

overcome 

Opportunity 
What we can use 

Threat 
What we need to 

be aware of 
Environmental 
and Bhimala 
Talao 

 Citizens want to continue living in 
Uran due to its natural setting. 

 Bhimala talao is a peaceful place, 
various groups of people like children,  
elderly, shop keepers, domestic 
pilgrims, etc. utilize Bhimala talao 
garden space to relax, interact with 
others, play and other activities due 
to its peaceful environment  
 

 Increased noise and air 
pollution,  traffic 
congestion during 
festivals  

 No proper sewerage 
system; a dirty nallah 
flows from near the 
precinct causing severe 
mosquito menace  

 Very bad condition of 
public toilets, lack of 
individual toilets in a 
few houses of the 
precinct 

 Lack of individual water 
connections in a few 
houses of the precinct 

 Issues of solid waste 
management during 
festivals. 

 ongoing Development 
Plan process being 
undertaken by the 
Additional Town and 
County Planning office 
at Alibaug 

 The Action plan 
preparation for the 
precinct by MMR HCS. 
 

 Rapid 
urbanization 

 Increasing 
land prices in 
Mumbai  

 Mangroves 
around the 
eastern part of 
Uran are 
getting 
affected due 
to 
development  

 Hazards like 
oil spill and 
gas emissions  

Socio-cultural  
 

 Citizens share a sense of pride  
 One street with ten different temples 

offering a unique pilgrimage 
experience.   

• Temples are part of the daily routine 
of people so these structures are as 
important as their homes  

• Communities get together and 
celebrate festivals  

 Festivals provide visitors an 
opportunity to enjoy and experience 
local culture   

 Management of the 
temples and the 
common spaces/chowks  

 Coordination between 
the Deulwadi Sansthan 
Trust and the individual 
temple trusts  

 Large amount of food 
and plastic waste is left 
behind after festivals  

 noise and air pollution 
especially during 
Ganpati festival 

 

 potential as a bigger 
pilgrimage centre  

 ongoing Development 
Plan process being 
undertaken by the 
Additional Town and 
County Planning office 
at Alibaug 

 The Action plan 
preparation for the 
precinct by MMR HCS. 
 

 

• increasing 
land prices 
leading to 
high-rise 
buildings and 
changes in 
existing land 
uses.  

Architectural   Variations in architectural form, 
designs and expression within same 
region  

 Some of the temples still retain some 
of their original character and express 
the  regional architecture 

 Lack of building bye-
laws leads to haphazard 
alteration and 
modification of the 
structures 

 Lack of availability of 
traditional building 
materials and 
workmanship 

 New building 
regulations and 
guidelines  

 Provision of extra FSI in 
core area of the city as 
per the last 
development plan 
reveals that there is 
unused FSI in the area 

 Provision of 
extra FSI in 
core area of 
the city as per 
the last 
development 
plan reveals 
that there is 
unused FSI in 
the area 
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Aspect Strength 
What strength we build upon 

Weaknesses 
What we need to 

overcome 

Opportunity 
What we can use 

Threat 
What we need to 

be aware of 
Economic   JNPT and ONGC  attract people to 

Uran for work opportunities  
 Temples are the main source of 

income for the priests  
 Festivals and other cultural activities 

bring business opportunities and 
increase footfalls at the shops  

 Ganpati festival – 50,000 in 10 days  
 Flower business – Rs 700 to Rs 800 

per month profit  
 Food joints– per day profit of Rs 

3,000 to Rs 4,000  
 Cloth market – Everyday profit of Rs 

3,000 to Rs 4,000  
 Festivities increase corpus funds for 

temple which are utilized further for 
development 

 Employment generation opportunity. 
10% of labor force increases during 
festivals to cater to the flow of 
domestic tourists  

 inadequate 
infrastructure to cater 
increasing population  

 proximity to existing 
tourist route of 
Elephanta Caves  

 The Bhimala talao and 
its environs could be 
further revitalized to 
add more economic 
activities in a planned 
way. 

 Livelihood 
opportunities for 
preparing mementos 
and curios.   

 

 Planning of 
second airport 
for Mumbai at 
Navi Mumbai    

Tourism   Nearly 1 lakh domestic tourists come 
to the town during Dutta Jayanti from 
nearby talukas like Panvel,  Alibagh 
and surrounding villages 

 It is a seasonal pilgrimage center  

 Lack of convenient 
transportation options 
for tourists after 
alighting the ferry from 
Mora Dhakka.  

 The town is not known 
outside the taluka as a 
place offering a unique 
ambience with 10 
different temples.  

 Tourist facilities like 
hotels/cafes/ lodges are 
not sufficient. 

 No signage showcasing 
the history of the 
temple precinct 

 proximity to existing 
tourist route of 
Elephanta Caves  

 Proximity to Mumbai- 
could be used as a 
quick weekend 
getaway for residents 
of Mumbai 
 

 Planning of second 
airport for Mumbai at 
Navi Mumbai    

 Haphazard 
construction 
activity and  
encroachment  

 Hazards like 
oil spill and 
gas emissions 

Administration   Uran Municipal Council is interested 
in working with MMR HCS to 
revitalize  Uran as heritage precinct 

 UMC has skilled staff  
 Elected members of council have fully 

agreed to take up heritage work for 
better management  

 Lack of building by-laws 
and specific heritage 
regulations  

 technical capacity and 
training programmes 
for heritage 
management  of 
Municipal council  

 communication 
strategy for heritage 
management for 
citizens  

 notification of listing of 
buildings to citizens, 
respective owners 

 incentivize heritage 
conservation and 
management  
 

 Few building 
owners of the 
precinct do 
not agree with 
the listing 
process  
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5. Interventions 
 

The Deulwadi precinct  is a central pocket of Uran. It comprises of temples which were built  in 18th 

and 19th centuries and presently maintained and managed by owners. These  temples are a  large 

cultural and  religious  resource which would help  future generations  to understand  the  traditional 

practices and their importance. 

 

The tangible cultural heritage of Deulwadi comprises series of temples and artefacts like water body, 

open  spaces  for  celebration  of  festivals,  architectural  buildings  and  houses  and  landscape.  The 

intangible cultural heritage  includes behaviour of the society, social values and traditions, festivals, 

customs and  rituals, artistic expressions,  language and other aspects of human activity. Thus  it  is 

clear  that  the  region  of  Uran  high  socio‐cultural  significance  apart  from  other  aspects  like 

architecture and environmental significance. Hence the present project is intended to conserve the 

heritage precinct of Uran. 

 

Heritage management  is a gradual process. And an effective  implementation of  the  same  can be 

achieved  through  various  reforms  in  the  Governance  and  Infrastructure  sector.  Community 

participation is also primly required in the process for the effective sustenance of the projects. 

 

Here, the actions have been classified as Short‐term (0‐3 yrs.) and Mid‐term (3‐7 yrs.) actions on the 

basis  of  their  probability  to  finish‐up  within  the  stipulated  time‐period.  The  actions  which  are 

classified  as  ‘Short‐term’  are  those  related  to  immediate  actions  for micro‐level  planning;  those 

termed  as  ‘Mid‐term’  actions  are  concerned  with  public  awareness  programmes,  heritage 

educational programmes, workshops and street plays. It is assumed that Uran Municipal Council will 

be responsible for carrying out the proposed actions. 

5.1. Identification of Projects: 

5.1.1. List of attributes and issues from which the projects have evolved:  

The  identification of projects or proposed actions  in  the precinct has been done after a  thorough 

study  of  various  attributes  of  the  Deulwadi  Precinct.  These  attributes  include  several  relevant 

significances and  issues. The  studied attributes were  ‐ History, Architectural merits, Socio‐cultural 

significance,  Economic  potential  and  Environmental  aspects.  Various  features  taken  into 

consideration were –  

 Identification  of  community  nodes  (Deulwadi  Chowk,  entry  to  Deulwadi  Street  from 

Talao side, Ganpati Chowk and Landscape around Bhimala Talao) 

 Neighbourhood  landmarks,  cultural &  religious  elements  (Deep  Stambhas,Tulsi  Kyara, 

Shivaji    statue  beside  Bhimala  Talao,  Temples  in  Deulwadi  Street  and  along  Ganpati 

Chowk) 

 Cultural practices (Various socio‐cultural and religious festivals) 

 Street character – Deulwadi Street 

 City level urban open space – Bhimala Talao 

 Transformations occurred through the years 
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 Building use Analysis 
 Ownership Analysis 
 Building Height Analysis 
 Infrastructure facilities in the precinct 
 Governance and management of Deulwadi Sansthan 

After the study of above features and relevant issues existing in the precinct the proposed 
interventions were formulated as a set of projects, programmes and suggested guidelines for 
development. The proposed interventions are enlisted as a part of three categories (Conservation & 
Restoration, Infrastructural Improvements and Governance Reforms) as mentioned earlier.  

Before enlisting proposed interventions, a brief summary of issues of Deulwadi Precinct would clarify 
the need of the each proposed intervention. Thus the issues have been highlighted category-wise as 
follows- 

COMPONENT A: CONSERVATION & RESTORATION 
The issues regarding ‘Conservation & Restoration’ at precinct level are listed below: 
 The Deulwadi Chowk has a totally exposed surface due to which maintenance and upkeep 

becomes difficult.  
 Street lights are inadequate in number. However, there are 12 Light poles in the Deulwadi 

Street. But there is no proper Operation and Maintenance (Some of them are not working, 
few have broken lamps and few light poles are totally broken and are lying useless at various 
locations in the Temple Street). 

 Lack of cleaning and maintenance of the well in the Deulwadi Chowk. 
 Tree platforms are damaged. 
 Hand pumps and wash area in the Chowk and near the Talao-entrance are in a dilapidated 

condition. 
Figure 38 Well in Deulwadi Chowk (left), Hand pump beside the entry to Deulwadi Street from Talao side (centre) & 

dilapidated tree platform in Deulwadi Chowk (right) (Source: UMC) 

 

 Lack of reference material informative of the town and its heritage (architectural, natural 
and socio-cultural, etc.) 

 Lack of information signage for all heritage buildings mentioning their history, heritage and 
religious values 

 Absence of Cataloging of trees in the precinct 
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Figure 39 Trees around Bhimala Talao (left & centre) and lack of signage at heritage structures (Source: UMC) 

 

Issues of restoration at individual dwelling unit / building level are enlisted in the later part of the 
report. 

COMPONENT B: INFRASTRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS 

The issues regarding ‘Infrastructure services and facilities’ provided by the Uran Municipal Council 
are enlisted below: 

 Nala behind the well is not maintained. Waste is littered in it and eventually it poses health 
hazard. 

 Lack of litter bins at appropriate locations and their regular maintenance 
 The public toilet in the Chowk in bad condition. 
 Existing electric cables hanging from poles in front of the temples in the Deulwadi Street 

spoil their appearance and they pose potential hazard of electrocution. 

Figure 40 Public Toilet in dilapidated condition (left & centre) and electric cables spoiling the appearance of the Temples 
(left) (Source: UMC) 

 

COMPONENT C: GOVERNANCE REFORMS 

The issues which arise in the precinct due to lack of appropriate regulations or constraints are 
enlisted below: 

 No heritage specific regulatory mechanism for the precinct. 
 Unutilized FSI in the precinct (details mentioned earlier in Stage – 2). 
 Street Vendors do not have designated spaces during festivals and gatherings. 
 Complex and plural process of attaining building permission - including Uran Municipal 

Council, Navy, CIDCO, ONGC, etc.) Now an airport is also proposed in Uran, due to which 
every building plan will have to pass through the Airport Authority. This would add to the 
complexity of the process. 

 Absence of Demarcated parking zones leading to haphazard parking in the precinct. 
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Figure 41 Auto rickshaw parking in Ganpati Chowk (left), Encroachment-stalls in narrow street bazaar (centre) and waste 
dumped on road (right) (Source: UMC) 

 
 

5.1.2. List of proposed projects: 
Our visit to Uran on 26th April 2012 for the discussion of ‘Stage-6 Conservation Guidelines for 
Deulwadi Precinct’ with the staff members of the Uran Municipal Council revealed certain recent 
developments, which demanded revisions not only in the drafted guidelines but also in some of the 
interventions proposed in the Action Plan (Stage-5). 

Accordingly, the proposed interventions are tabulated as follows- 

Table 4 Proposed interventions for Deulwadi Precinct 

 

Actions for all components have been classified as- 

• Short Term Actions (1-3 years):  Immediate actions for micro-level planning; 
• Mid Term Actions (3-7 years):  public awareness and heritage educational 

programmes through workshops and street plays.  

The Short-term and Mid-term actions planned in accordance with the above mentioned criteria for 
each respective proposed intervention are tabulated as follows- 
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COMPONENT A: CONSERVATION & RESTORATION 

No. ACTIONS SHORT TERM (0-3 YRS.) MID TERM (3-7 YRS.) 

A.1. Revitalization of 
Bhimala Talao 

-   Provision of required number of Street lights (Total of 
54 street lights throughout the precinct out of which 8 
street lights along Nagaon road going around Bhimala 
Talao campus) 
- Plantation of new indigenous trees - Provision of 
appropriate parking spaces 
-   Regular maintenance plan 

- Regularising and organising 
Vendors and their management 
– Vendors’ policy 

- Introducing a kiosk in PPP mode  
- Setting up a facility of Boating in 

PPP mode 

A.2. Revitalization of 
Deulwadi 
Sansthan Chowk 

-        Hard Kota stone paving in Deulwadi Chowk. 
- Planting few indigenous shade giving trees along 

the Nala and the edges of the Chowk in order to 
enhance the experience of the Chowk for the 
people. 

- O and M plan  
- Covering the well (dia. - 8.63 mts.) in such a way 

that there are provisions for the people to draw 
water from the well. 

- Cleaning and covering of the drain channel around 
the well. 

- Repairing the hand pump – wash area and 
constructing a threshold around the same. Also 
providing proper drainage to it. 

- Planning for provision of new street lights (as per 
dwg.) and repair of the existing non working street 
poles (10 out of total 12). 

- 

A.3. Conservation & 
Restoration of 
heritage 
structures  

- There are several locations in different structures, 
where attention is required. Each of these specific 
actions needed in various heritage structures is 
mentioned in the description following this table. 

- Identification and small repairs of each temple 
regarding floor, roof, wall surface, front façade etc. 

- Policy making and Advocacy (design incentives/etc) 

- 

A.4. Developing 
Reference 
Material and 
creating 
awareness 

- Creation of reference material informative of the 
town and its heritage (architectural, flora and fauna, 
socio-cultural, etc. - partially covered under the 
current project) and making the same accessible to 
the local people as well as tourists by setting up 
tourist information centre. 

- Recommendation to the Tourist Department for 
inclusion of Uran on the ‘Bombay Tourist Map’ such 
that it is a designated tourist spot/destination. 

- Installation of information signage for all heritage 
buildings mentioning their history, heritage and 
religious values. 

- Cataloguing of all the trees (natural heritage) in the 
town. 

- Taking up an Initiative of an Information, Education 
and Communication (IEC) campaign. 

- Carrying out research on 
various species of birds coming 
to the town and documenting 
the same. 
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COMPONENT B: INFRASTRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS 

No. ACTIONS SHORT TERM (0-3 YRS.) MID TERM (3-7 YRS.) 

B.1. Water 
supply 

- Cleaning and maintenance of the well in the Deulwadi 
Chowk,  

- Providing water connection to every house in the precinct,  
- Regular water supply and relocation of water supply line on 

road-side. 

- Preparation of a DPR for W/S 
of the town 

B.2. Sewerage - Proposal for setting up a new underground sewerage 
system in the entire Deulwadi precinct and provision of 
proper storm water outlet on one side of the road. 

- Introducing DWMS (Decentralized Wastewater 
Management System) for sewerage treatment, in order to 
reduce the investment and maintenance cost of project and 
still meeting the requirements stipulated in environmental 
laws & regulations. 

- Covering and improving the gradient of the Nala to prevent 
foul smell and blockage. 

- Cleaning and covering the drainage channel around the well 
in the Chowk. 

- Taking up an initiative for storm water collection at an 
appropriate location to utilize the same whenever required. 

- Preparation of a DPR for 
sewerage of the town. 

B.3. SWM - Provision of well designed litter bins at appropriate spots in 
the precinct and regular maintenance of them.  

- Placing litter boxes at regular intervals in the Chowk and 
proposing and initiating everyday door to door garbage 
collection. 

- Developing methods for waste treatment before disposal. 

- 

B.4. Electric 
cables 

- Underground electric wiring to be implemented in the 
temple street. 

- Wires should be laid in a separate box on road side and 
away from the wet areas.  

- Thus, total 200 mts. long trench line along the road side of 
Deulwadi area and around the Bhimala talao periphery is to 
be planned 

- 

B.5. Public 
Toilets 

- Repairing the existing public toilets by replacing the roof, 
structural and architectural members in dilapidated 
condition and sanitary fixtures. 

- Erecting new Pay & Use toilets 
such that one public toilet has 
two toilets and one bathroom 
with a wash area and a 
movable tank. 

- PPP model will be used for 
maintenance of pay & use 
public toilets and other 
required amenities. 
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COMPONENT C: GOVERNANCE REFORMS 

 

The need of each project and the proposed interventions therein have been described in detail in 
the subsequent section of the report- 

  

No. ACTIONS SHORT TERM (0-3 YRS.) MID TERM (3-7 YRS.) 

C.1. Guidelines for 
Deulwadi 
Precinct 

- Framing guidelines for heritage management in the 
precinct and institutional mechanism for the 
enforcement of the same (under ongoing project for 
MMR-HCS) 

- Conducting training 
programmes and workshops 
for sensitizing people 
towards their own heritage. 

C.2. Building 
Permission 

- Issue heritage notification to owners/users 
- Information available on Website  

- MIS/ e-governance for 
permission process 

C.3. Encroachments 
& Parking  

- Adapt National  vendor policy 
- Prepare mainstreaming plan for hawkers  
- Initiative of a Slum Policy 
- Reorganise stalls and temporary shops from Ganpati 

Chowk to make the place congestion free 
- Parking zones to be demarcated  

-  
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5.1.3. Proposed Projects: Need of the project and proposed interventions 

COMPONENT A: CONSERVATION & RESTORATION 
The Deulwadi precinct is a core and oldest area of Uran town located near Bhimala talao. The 
precinct consists of the Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk, a series of temples located in Temple Street, 
Ganpati Chowk and peripheral road of Bhimala talao.  

The temple street has a series of temple specimens which possess a high religious value for people 
of Maharashtra. They are the main attractions for the tourists coming to Uran for religious 
ceremonies and rituals. Apart from all the listed heritage buildings, the Bhimala talao and its 
surrounding area form the core of Uran town. The Bhimala talao and its periphery is the only 
community space available for the people of the town. 

However inspite of this, the Deulwadi precinct faces several issues which need to be addressed 
individually as mentioned below: 

Short term Projects (0-3 years) 

A.1. Revitalization of Bhimala Talao premises 
 
Need:  
The Bhimala talao campus is the heart of the Deulwadi Precinct. Bhimala Talao is not only the core 
area of the town but also the only community space available to the people of Uran at an urban 
level. It is the only place which people of Uran can utilize for small gatherings, youth meetings, 
morning walks, and evening walks or for any other purpose. The talao has a peripheral road and 
garden where people can hang around and gather. The Bhimala talao is also used for the ritual of 
visarjan during Ganesh Chaturthi.  

Figure 42 Bhimala Talao & its campus showing (from left) Ganesh Visarjan, community gatherings, vistas and 
recreational area (Source: UMC) 

 

Based on the primary survey conducted in Sep.-2010, eleven out of sixteen participants emphasized 
that “The Bhimala Talao serves as the most interactive space for communities living in the vicinity. 
We use this place in the mornings for two hours and in the evenings for two hours every day. We 
usually meet our friends there. This place provides a peaceful atmosphere to relax. The garden is a 
safe place for our children to play.” 

However, there are certain issues in the area like inadequate number street lights in the peripheral 
road along the Talao. There is also a lack of maintenance of solid waste disposal. But the latter shall 
be focused in the projects or actions under the Infrastructure sector head. One more issue is that of 
the street vendors who do not have regularized spaces for them and so they end up creating chaos 
at various locations on the road. For this there is a need to regularize spaces for vendors, as per the 
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National Policy of Urban Street Vendors, 2004. Maharashtra has directed all the Municipal 
corporations and Councils to prepare their own byelaws for their respective areas by making 
necessary amendments/changes in the Model byelaws depending upon the local circumstances. 

Figure 43 Mismanagement of streets due to vendors (left), waste dumped (centre) & informal market (right)  
(Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed Interventions: 

- Re-designing the street such that it incorporates paved parking spaces, recreational spaces along 
with appropriate shaded sitting spaces, sufficient no. of street lights/lamp posts and allotted 
spaces for street vendors. 

- During our visit to Uran on date 2nd June’ 2011, it was found that a sufficient number of new 
street benches have already been installed around the Bhimala talao. So this terminates the 
need to propose any new street benches around the talao. Landscaping has also been 
undertaken by the Uran Municipal Council. So this terminates the need of proposing any 
additional trees or landscape around Bhimala Talao. 

Figure 44 Street Benches installed around Bhimala Talao (Source: UMC) 

 

Analyzing the existing no. of street lights and proposing an appropriate number of street lights at 
suitable locations. The proposed locations of street lights are depicted on the map as follows: 

Block Estimate: 72,200 INR (Along with O & M for next one year)-for 08 nos. of street lights along Nagaon road 
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A.2.  Revitalization of Deulwadi Chowk 

Need: 

a) Hard & Soft Landscape in the Chowk: 

- Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk is also one of the important locations in the Deulwadi Precinct. Every 
year when there is an inflow of almost one lakh tourists to visit the temples in the Deulwadi Street, 
this Chowk is the only place where this huge lot of tourists can gather. Still the Chowk and several 
parts of the street with exposed untreated top surface. The Chowk also has two huge shaded tree 
platforms which need to be mended. And the Chowk has the only public toilet in the Street, since 
there is no toilet connection to any house in the temple street. 

Figure 45 Exposed Surface in the Chowk (above) and after completion of proposed hard & soft landscape in the Chowk 
(below) (Source: UMC) 

 

b) Other specific areas of intervention in the Chowk: 

The functionality of the Deulwadi Chowk could be improved tremendously by undertaking small 
actions required at the locations depicted in the following images: 

Figure 46 Views of Dilapidated areas of the Deulwadi Chowk (Source: UMC) 

 

The issues which need to be addressed are as follows: 
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-  The well in the Chowk is not covered which increases the risk of contamination of water. Due to 
this there are chances of accidents since lot of small children also play in the Chowk. 

- The drain channel around the well is also exposed and urgently needs to be cleaned. 
- The hand pump - wash area needs to be repaired since the tiles applied to it have got damaged 

and the edges of the wash have also broken. 
- There is lack of adequate number of street lights in the Deulwadi Street. During festivals when 

the Deulwadi Street is highly congested with people, proper lighting is required. 
- The two tree platforms in the Chowk are also damaged. 

Proposed Interventions: 
1. Hard Kota stone/Paver blocks paving in Deulwadi Chowk. (967 m2 as per dwg.) 
2. Planting indigenous giving trees along the Nala and the edges of the Chowk in order to 

enhance the experience of the Chowk for the people. 
o Identified Trees: Asopalav (Polyalthia Longifolia) can be a good option for the Chowk 

edges. 

Figure 47 Exposed Surface in the Chowk (above) and after completion of hard & soft landscape in the Chowk (below) 
(Source: UMC) 
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Figure 48 Hard & Soft Landscape interventions proposed in Deulwadi Chowk (Source: UMC) 

 

Note: The trees/planters & pavers/kota stone depicted in the above figure are indicative. 

3. Covering the well in such a way that there are provisions for the people to draw water from 
the well. 

o Dia. of the Well opening: 8.63 mts. 

Figure 49 Plan of Well-covered with help of MS grill in Deulwadi Chowk (Source: UMC) 

 

4. Repairing the hand pump – wash area and constructing a proper threshold around the same. 
Also providing proper drainage to it. 

5. Repair of the existing non working 10 out of total 12 light poles in the Temple Street and 
proposal of setting up new street lights (54 new street lights proposed) at specific locations 
as shown in the map.  

Asopalav Trees 

Street lights 

Pavers/Kota Stone 
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Figure 50 Broken and damaged light poles in Deulwadi Street (Source: UMC) 

 
6. Mending of the two main tree platforms (see previous figure). Their dimensions are 

mentioned as follows: 
o Peepal tree platform: 6.41 x 6.51 x 0.65 mts. (l x b x h) 
o Banyan tree platform: 5.68 x 6.81 x 0.45 mts. (l x b x h) 

7. Recommendation of purchasing a flood light which can be used during festival-times. 

S. No. Action/Task to be undertaken Quantity  Amount  (INR) 
1.  Hard Kota stone paving  967 m2  7, 43, 800 
2.  Planting trees along Chowk 

edges 
L.S 1, 05, 600 

3.  Covering the well and drain 
around it 

Dia.-8.6 m 56, 317 

4.  Repair of hand pump Nos.-1 40, 000 
5.  Street lights 54 3, 86, 400 
6.  Mending two tree platforms Nos.-2 64, 800 
7.  Flood light for the Chowk Nos.-1 16, 004 

Total 14, 12, 921 

Block Estimate: 14, 57, 921 INR (Alongwith O & M for the next one year) 
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A.3. Conservation & restoration of heritage structures  
 
There are several locations related to this issue where immediate actions are required: 

Figure 51 Vitthal Mandir (left) & Vitthal Rukmani Mandir (right) (Source: UMC) 

 
- Vitthal Mandir: Water Seepage from roof has caused damage to wall plaster.  
- Vitthal Rukmani Mandir: Seepage on rear side of the wall. And surface cracks have developed in 

the inside hall window. Flaking of cement plaster on the plinth.  
Figure 52 Ram Mandir (left-above & below) & Dispensary (right-above & below) (Source: UMC) 

 
- Ram Mandir: Structural deformation is observed on the first floor. And foliation of colour-coat 

due to seepage from floor/ground near garbhagrha.  
- Dispensary: Flaking of plaster from inside the wall. Water proofing is required to stop leakage 

from the roof.  
Figure 53 Shankar Chawl (Residence - 1) - Need of maintenance & repairs (Source: UMC) 

 
- Residence-1 (Shankar Chawl): MS railing in bad condition and cracked beam junction.  
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Figure 54 Residence – 3 (left) and Residence – 4 (right) (Source: UMC) 

 
- Residence-3: Roofing Material deteriorated due to water seepage from the roof.  
- Residence-4: Water drips during monsoons from roof, displacement of tiles due to poor 

maintenance.  
 

Figure 55 Residence - 5 (Commando Academy) (Source: UMC) 

 
- Residence-5 (Commando Academy): Bulging and flaking of plaster, broken cornice detail and 

cracking plasters on outer surface.  

Figure 56 Chabutra - different views (Source: UMC) 

 
- Chabutra: Exfoliation of plaster on outer surface, water dripping from roof during monsoon 

season and loosening of lime pointing work.  
As shown above there are specific problems in various structures of the precinct. The following 
major tasks need to be undertaken: 

S. No. Action/Task to be undertaken Total area (m2)  Amount  (INR) 
1.  Water proofing 365 1, 05, 850 
2.  Painting 17, 487 2, 79, 792 
3.  Roofing with Mangalore tiles 185 93, 980 
4.  Restoring of stone work 250 27, 500 
5.  Wood work finishing 250 17, 000 

Total 5, 24, 122 
 
Block Estimate: 5, 39, 122 INR (Alongwith O & M for the next one year) 
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A.4.  Developing reference material and creating awareness about town’s history and 
heritage 

Need for the project: 
Since there is no significant literature or reference material concerning the town’s history or 
heritage, it is very essential to develop the same and house it in the Municipal Council itself to make 
it accessible to the people. Again, this reference material shall prove helpful for public awareness 
towards the town – heritage as well as its natural features, and birds coming there. It can be 
compiled as a tourist guide book also. It can be put for sale for the tourists. Apart from this there is a 
vast natural wealth of trees in Uran which can be catalogued to make the tourists and local people 
sensitive towards them. 
 
  Parallel initiative: 

The ‘Mangroves Action Project’ raises the issue of total devastation of one of the biggest extends of wetlands tracts 
and mangroves in this part of India (Mangrove_Action_Project, No Year). 

The website also mentions that Uran was home to around 200 species, including migratory birds. Not less than an 
estimated 75 species would be breeding there. First breeding record of several bird species had been found there in 
the last 5 years; for example, the black breasted weaver birds, a species which was found breeding in the region 
after 52 yrs. Several of the IUCN Red Data status birds were regularly wintering there. Many of the species fall under 
schedule I & IV of the Wildlife protection act of India, 1972.  

It was a wintering area for many bird species, including several Critically Endangered, Vulnerable and Near-
threatened species. It was an important stopover for several passage migrant birds that came in from as far as 
Europe, Central Asia and the Arctic Tundra. Many bird ringing studies have been conducted by senior ornithologists 
who prove this fact. Uran was also home to other endangered species like the monitor lizard. 

As a matter of fact, it is surprising that Uran is not yet classified as an Important Bird Area despite its richness and 
numbers of birds. In fact, it should be proposed for the same, more so since our government has pledged to 
conserve wetlands in the country. 

Figure 57 Natural heritage - Birds found in Uran (Mangroves Action Project, No year) 

 
Figure 58 Present condition due to developmental activities - Uran (Mangroves Action Project, No year) 
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Proposed interventions: 
1. Creation of reference material informative of the town and its heritage (architectural, flora and 

fauna, socio-cultural, etc.) and making the same accessible to the local people as well as tourists. 
The following actions could be taken in this direction: 

o Cataloguing of all the trees (natural heritage) in the town. 
o Carrying out research on various species of birds coming to the town and 

documenting the same. Several research studies which are already carried out 
by researchers should be compiled, unified and made accessible to public. 

o Dispensary building and its compound could be designated and developed as a 
Heritage Cell cum Tourist Information Centre cum Exhibition space. 

2. Recommendation to the Tourist Department for inclusion of Uran on the ‘Bombay Tourist Map’ 
such that it is a designated tourist spot/destination. 

3. Installation of information signage for all heritage buildings mentioning their history, heritage 
and religious values. 

Figure 59 Different species of trees (left & centre) and birds (right) in the Talao & its campus (Source: UMC) 

 
Block Estimate: 15, 00, 000 INR (5, 00, 000 INR for IEC campaign (annual) + 10, 00, 000 INR for 
developing Dispensary as a Tourist Information centre/Heritage Cell/Exhibition space) 
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COMPONENT B: INFRASTRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS 
Short-term Projects (0-3 years) 

PROPOSALS OF PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES FOR VARIOUS INFRASTRUCTURAL 
ISSUES 
 
Need for the project: 
There are several issues regarding infrastructure of the town. With efficient planning and 
management implementation of projects and reforms can be achieved effectively.  
 
Issues regarding various infrastructure services are listed as follows: 
- Water supply: Inadequate number of connections provided to the people of Deulwadi Street. 
- There is poor ‘storm water drainage' facility in the town.  
- Solid Waste Management: There is a lack of efficient solid waste management services in the 

precinct. 
- The public toilets are inadequate in number are in a bad condition. 

Figure 60 Infrastructure facilities of the precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Hence the present initiative has been suggested regarding the following heads: 

  

Bhimala Talao 
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B.1. Water supply  
Need: 
- Currently Deulwadi Street has 20 water connections but only six houses have a tap in their 

houses. 
- The existing wells in the Deulwadi Street are rendered non-useful for the purpose of acquiring 

drinking water. 
- The people in Deulwadi get water supply only for 1 hour (6:00 AM-7:00 AM). 

Figure 61 Well (left) & handpump (right) in Deulwadi Chowk (Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed intervention: 
- A Detailed Project Report of Water Supply should be prepared under UIDSSMT of other 

applicable schemes. Special consideration should be given to the Deulwadi precinct to ensure 
fulfilment of water supply related norms and standards. 

Block Estimate: 6, 00, 000 (DPR cost) 

B.2  Sewerage and Storm water drainage 
Need:  
- There is no sewerage line in the Deulwadi area but an underground sewerage line needs to be 

set up.  
- The open drain or Nala carries sewage and hence it is potentially hazardous. 

Figure 62 Open drains in the precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed interventions: 
- Proposal for setting up a new underground sewerage system in the entire Deulwadi precinct and 

provision of proper storm water drain on one side of the road. 
- Introducing Decentralized Wastewater Management Systems (DWMS*) for sewerage treatment, 

in order to reduce the investment and maintenance cost of project and still meeting the 
requirements stipulated in environmental laws & regulations. 
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- Covering and improving the gradient of the Nala to prevent foul smell and blockage. 
- Cleaning and covering the drainage channel around the well. 
- Taking up an initiative for storm water collection at an appropriate location to utilize the same 

whenever required. 
- Cleaning of the existing gutter-line and setting up new underground gutter line connecting to 

the main drain. 

* DWMS (Decentralized Wastewater Management Systems) 

DWMS represents a technical approach rather than merely a technology package. DWMS applications are designed to be 
low maintenance. It is capable to treat domestic and industrial wastewater. It requires low initial investment and can 
efficiently treat daily wastewater flows upto 1000 m3. DWMS applications are based on the principle of low-maintenance 
since most important parts of the system work without technical energy inputs and cannot be switched off intentionally. 

DWMS applications are based on four basic technical treatment modules which are combined according to demand: 
 Primary treatment: sedimentation and floatation 
 Secondary anaerobic treatment in fixed-bed reactors: baffled upstream reactors or anaerobic filters 
 Tertiary aerobic treatment in sub-surface flow filters 
 Tertiary aerobic treatment in polishing ponds 

To arrive at a block cost estimate of DWMS system, the following fundamental points regarding 
DWMS were kept in mind: 

• DWMS - deals with primary + secondary treatment 

• Optimal population density required for successful working of DWMS ranges from 160-200 Per./Ha. upto 400 Per./Ha. 

• Each module of DWMS can have a capacity of treating 2 lac litres of waste water and the cost incurred would be 
around 18 to 25 lacs per 2 lac litres. 

The main benefit of this system is that it has a negligible O & M cost as compared to the conventional sewerage system. (It 
requires cleaning at a frequency as low as once in 3 years and only persons are required for maintaining one module of 
DWMS) 

Block Estimate: 6, 00, 000 INR (DPR cost) 

 

B.3.  Solid waste management 

Need: 
Solid waste management is also one of the major issues which need to be dealt with in the town.  

• Uran generates around 6.5 tonnes of solid waste per day out of which the Deulwadi precinct 
contributes to 1 tonne. Thus per capita waste generation: 190 gms. / Day. 

• But there is a lack of proper maintenance of the existing bins and methods of waste treatment 
before it is disposed off. Even the people at times are used to dispose waste directly in Bhimala 
talao.  

• There is problem of garbage dumped behind heritage structure and on the main street which 
results in an unhygienic condition and blockage of the open drain.  
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Figure 63 Poor solid waste management in the precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed interventions: 
- Provision of well designed litter bins at appropriate spots in the precinct and regular 

maintenance of them.  
- Placing litter boxes at regular intervals in the Chowk and proposing and initiating everyday door 

to door garbage collection. 
- Developing methods for waste treatment before disposal by the concerned body. 

Block Estimate: 1, 50, 000 INR (cost of new litter bins) 

B.4. Electric cables 

Need:  
- In the present scenario the existing electric lines are placed in such a way that they spoil the 

natural fabric or setting of the town and especially the precinct. They are loose and they cross 
each other in front of the facades spoiling the visual appeal of the buildings. So if it is managed 
to be laid underground it would not cause any unwanted problems.  

Figure 64 Electric cables hanging from the poles in the precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed interventions: 
- Underground electric wiring to be implemented in the temple street. 
- Wires should be laid in a separate box on road side and away from the wet areas.  
- Thus, total 200 mts. long trench line along the road side of Deulwadi area and around the 

Bhimala talao periphery is to be planned. 

Block Estimate: 1, 00, 000 INR 
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B.5. Public toilets 

Need: 
Only two public toilets are there in Deulwadi area and they also are in a dilapidated condition. 

Figure 65 Public toilets (opp. Bhimala Talao-left) and (in Deulwadi Chowk-right) (Source: UMC) 

 

Proposed interventions: 
- Repairing the existing public toilets by replacing the roof, structural and architectural members 

in dilapidated condition and sanitary fixtures. 
- Erecting new Pay & Use toilets such that one public toilet has two toilets and one bathroom with 

a wash area and a movable tank. 

Block Estimate: 2, 21, 186 INR (for repair of two public toilets) 
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COMPONENT C: GOVERNANCE REFORMS 

C.1. Guidelines for Deulwadi Precinct: 

Note: Guidelines for the precinct are supposed to be a part of the current project itself. Hence no block estimate 
has been mentioned in this category. 

Need:  

The development guidelines for the precinct are required to protect the existing heritage structures 
from the risk of demolition, to maintain an overall character of the precinct and to protect the 
natural heritage (flora and fauna) in the precinct. In addition the guidelines would also pave way for 
heritage sensitive development in future. Apart from this, the current project is also conceived by 
MMR-HCS with an intention to form a set of guidelines for the delineated precinct; which would 
become a part of the bye-laws for the Uran town.  

 An absence of development guidelines for heritage, especially urban heritage; might result 
in to visually degraded and insensitive developments around it. For instance, as shown in the 
following image: 

Figure 66 Case of Urban heritage in Ahmedabad – Bheed Bhanjan Hanuman Mandir(left) and Temple in Uran just 
outside the Deulwadi Precinct(right) (Source: UMC) 

 

 The unutilized FSI in the heritage structures of the precinct may also prove to be a tempting 
factor for the owners of the heritage properties to demolish and reconstruct the structure or 
execute extension/addition to the existing structure to utilize the unused FSI.  
 
The amount of unutilized FSI in various structures of the precinct has been found during the 
reconnaissance surveys conducted as a part of the current project. They are listed in the 
below table: 
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Sr. 

No 

Building Name & survey no. Plot area No of floors Total built up area Utilized FSI Allowable 

FSI 

Un-utilised FSI 

1  Vitthal Mandir 1052  89 sq.mt  G  74 sq.mt  0.8  1.8  1  

2  Sangmeshwar Mahadev mandir  117 sq.mt  G  108 sq.mt  0.9  1.8  0.9  

3  Shitla devi Mandir  82 sq.mt  G  63 sq.mt  0.7  1.8  1.1  

4  Vitthal Rukmani mandir  221 sq.mt  G  90 sqmt  0.4  1.8  1.4  

5  Residence 2  185 sq.mt  G+1  G – 175  

F.F – 63  

Total - 238  

1.2  1.8  0.6  

6  Residence 3  72 sq.mt  G+1  G- 95  

F.F – 41  

Total - 136  

1.8  1.8  NA  

7  Balaji temple  491 sq.mt  G  Balaji temple – 106  

Adjoining buildings – 

124  

Total – 230sqmt  

0.4  1.8  1.2  

8 Dutt Temple 261 sq.mt G Dutt mandir-85 

Adjoining Structure-69 

Total-154 

0.5 1.8 1.3 

9 Residence 4  181 sq.mt G 48 sq.mt 0.2 1.8 1.6 

10 Commando Building  213 sq.mt G+1 G-156 

FF-147 

Total-303 

1.4 1.0 -0.4 

11 Hanuman Temple 73 sq.mt G 60 sq.mt 0.8 1.0 0.2 

12 Ganpati Temple 191.42 sq.mt G+1 G-103 

FF-103 

Total-206 

1.0 1.0 NA 

13 Laxmi Narayan Temple 191.42 sq.mt G+1 G-74 

FF-72 

Total-152 

1.2 1.0 -0.2 

14 Ram Mandir 591 sq.mt G+1 G-263 

FF-225 

Total-488 

0.8 1.0 0.2 

15 Dispensary 625 sq.mt G Dispensary-156.71 

Store-23.11 

Total-279.81 

0.4 1.0 0.4 

16 Residence 175 sq.mt G+1 NA NA NA NA 

17 Shankar Chawl NA G+1 G-347 sq.mt 

FF-285 sq.mt 

NA NA NA 
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 The guidelines can help to protect the heritage from the increased pressure of urbanization 
and real estate market. For instance, the ‘Ban Ganga’ – case of Mumbai as shown in the 
following figure depicts a clear picture of how beneficial the development guidelines could 
prove to be. 

Figure 67 Ban Ganga Lake – Mumbai (Source: www.mumbailocal.net) 

 

Figure 68 Festival at Ban Ganga - During night time (Source: www.mumbailocal.net) 

 

 

The provisions in the Development Plan are also considered in the action plan. The DP (Development 
Plan) recognizes Bhimala Talao as a No Development Zone and Deulwadi Chowk as an Open Space: 
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Figure 69 Partial image of Draft Development Plan of Uran – 2nd Revised; 2012 – Proposed Land use Plan  
(Source: Uran Municipal Council) 

 

The guideline categorizes areas into Core and Buffer area looking forward to effective control and 
sensitive development. The suggested proposals would try to manipulate the newer developments 
and modifications to the existing structures in such a way that they do not spoil the existing fabric of 
the delineated heritage precinct and yet facilitate the owners to make suitable changes as per their 
requirements. 

Figure 70 Core & Buffer areas of Deulwadi Precinct, Uran (Source: UMC) 

 

Before arriving at suggestions for guidelines, it is better to have an overview of the existing Building 
Use, Building Heights and Ownership Maps; which are already depicted in Stage-2 Report, but for 
ready reference they are shown as follows: 
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Figure 71 Building Use Map of Deulwadi Precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

 

Figure 72 Percentage of various Building Uses - Deulwadi Precinct 

 

Inferences: 
Core area (Temple Street) shows predominantly Residential and Religious use. 
Buffer area displays more of commercial and Mixed building use.  
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Figure 73 Building Heights Map - Deulwadi Precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Figure 74 Percentage of structures with varying heights- Deulwadi Precinct 

 

Inferences: 
Deulwadi Temple Street has more single storied structures  
Buffer area – more than G+2 heighted structures  
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Figure 75 Ownership Map - Deulwadi Precinct (Source: UMC) 

 

Figure 76 Percentage of different ownership categories - Deulwadi Precinct 

 

Inferences: 
It is clear that Maximum ownership is in private domain.   

The next section of the report gives suggestions to be incorporated in the PROPOSED 
DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES for Core and Buffer areas of the precinct:  
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Suggestions for the ‘Development guidelines’ for the Deulwadi precinct: 

Objective Strategy Proposal Applicability 

1. To prevent 
excessive through 
traffic (especially 
during festivals) 

- Restrict vehicular movement 
and prioritize pedestrians 

- Identify parking plots/street 
lines 

- The Uran Municipal Council 
should restrict four wheeler 
vehicular entries in the 
Temple Street during 
festivals.  

- Core Area 

2. Parking facility - Identify plots/street lines 
where parking is feasible  

- In the Development Plan 
provision should be made 
for paid car-parks 
(proposed parking plot is  
shown in the figure 44 Draft 
DP) 

- Core and 
buffer Areas 

3. To protect the 
existing buildings, 
structures and 
temples from the 
risk of demolition 

- Frame regulations such that 
the owners of heritage 
properties are not 
encouraged to demolish 
their building to use the 
unutilized FSI 

- Freeze the current FSI and 
use the unutilized FSI in the 
form of TDR or sell it off to a 
developer to be used in a 
specified receiving zone 

- Core Area 

4. To preserve 
significant 
heritage 
structures and 
conserve 
architectural 
character 
(wherever 
applicable) 

- Enlist buildings with 
architectural character 

- Enlist peculiar architectural 
features and frame specific 
guidelines 

- Offer incentives to retain, 
repair and maintain buildings  

- Facilitate repairs and 
maintenance works by 
suitably qualified agencies to 
carry out such tasks. 

- A Heritage Cell or committee 
should be set up to advice on 
repair, additions and 
alterations 

- Listing of buildings and 
notification to the owners 

- Grading of listed buildings 
- All alterations or changes to 

the heritage buildings have 
to be approved by the 
Municipal Council through an 
NOC from the Heritage Cell. 

- Core and 
Buffer Areas 

5. To preserve green 
cover 

- Prohibit cutting of trees  
- Maintenance of branches to 

be done regularly 
- Generate awareness of flora 

and fauna species 

- A tree census be conducted 
and important trees be 
catalogued/labelled 

- Fine/penalty on cutting of 
trees 

- Core and 
Buffer Areas 

6. To address issues 
of garbage 
disposal & 
sewerage 

- Initiating door to door waste 
collection practice  

- Placement of litter bins at 
regular intervals at suitable 
locations 

- Adapting innovative and 
effective techniques like 
DWMS for decentralized 
treatment of waste 

- Residential units that 
compost their wet garbage 
and recycle their non bio-
degradable waste shall get 
reduction in the property tax 

- Core and 
Buffer Areas 

7. To prevent 
further 
densification 

- Curb accelerating growth of 
residential buildings 

- Maximum built up should be 
restricted to a allowable FSI 
as per Development Control 
Regulations (D.C.R). 
However ground coverage 
should be controlled 
appropriately. 

- Buffer Area 
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C.2.  Building Permission 

Need: 
Currently all the building plan proposals are sanctioned through the Uran Municipal Council. 
However in some cases the higher authorities seek advice of Town Planning Department in Alibaug 
and CIDCO. At times this takes so long that by the time plans are approved, owners come up with an 
unauthorized construction on site. 

Proposed reform: 
- Issuing of Heritage Notification to the owners/users and IEC activities for general awareness. 
- The planning department of Uran Municipal Council can make the process of building permission 

on a fast track mode by introduction of MIS/e-governance for permission-process. 

C.3.  Informal activities & Parking 

Need: 
- The temporary extensions and shades erected by the shopkeepers at ground floor level extend 

into the street. 
- Even the hawkers and vendors block the pedestrian movements in the street. 
- Traffic congestion problems occur frequently at locations like Ganpati Chowk and at some spots 

during festivals. 

Proposed intervention: 
- Designating locations for street vendors and hawkers (such as hawker zone) in compliance with 

the National Policy on Urban Street Vendors, 2009. 
- Regularizing the hawkers and stalls and relocating them from highly congested areas to a 

location where pedestrian and traffic movement is hindered. 
- Reorganize stalls and temporary shops from Ganpati Chowk to make the place congestion free. 
- Parking zones to be demarcated. 
 
Parallel initiative: 
The Draft Development Plan of Uran – 2nd Revised: Proposed Land use plan demarcates parking zone 
near the Deulwadi Precinct. This terminates the need for proposing any new parking lots for the 
precinct. 

 

Figure 77 Partial image of Draft DP of Uran - Proposed Land use 2nd revised 2012; (Source; Uran Municipal Council) 
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5.2. Institutional Mechanism for Implementation of the Projects: 
The vision for Deulwadi Precinct can be achieved only with the co-operation of the local authority 
and the willingness of the citizens of Deulwadi to conserve their physical and socio-cultural heritage. 

It is a known fact that not only citizens of Deulwadi or Uran have high socio-cultural importance in 
their minds for Deulwadi, but pilgrims from all over Maharashtra hold Deulwadi as a pious 
pilgrimage centre for them. 

However when around one lakh pilgrims come to the place every year during Ganesh Chaturthi and 
other several festivals, it becomes difficult to maintain the precinct, its cleanliness, traffic and 
adequate tourist facilities. 

Keeping this in mind the following projects have been proposed:  

A.1. Revitalization of Bhimala Talao premises 
A.2. Revitalization of Deulwadi Chowk  

All above projects would play a vital role in revitalizing the important areas of the precinct. Apart 
from these the following project is proposed to restore the existing heritage structures of the 
precinct: 

A.3. Conservation and Restoration of Heritage Structures 

To develop an authentic source of information (reference material) regarding the history of the town 
and its heritage the following initiative has been suggested: 

A.4. Developing reference material regarding the town’s history and heritage 

However, the information regarding the town’s history, Deulwadi precinct and its significance, 
various festivals and customs has been furnished in the earlier stages of this project. But additionally 
research study needs to be initiated for trees and birds’ species making the information accessible to 
public. 

In addition to the above, there are other projects related to infrastructural improvement which are 
necessary to be accomplished for the upkeep of the precinct. These projects demand interventions 
in the following demand interventions in the following sectors: 

Water supply, Sewerage, Solid Waste Management, Electric Cables and Public toilets 

Along with these interventions there are Development Control Guidelines which would help to 
protect the existing heritage structures from demolition and to maintain the overall character of the 
precinct. 

The local body (Uran Municipal Council) would play a prime role in executing and managing the 
proposed projects.  

Currently the Deulwadi Sansthan is governed by six trusts: 

1) Shree Sangmeshwar trust – Public Trust: Vitthal Mandir, Mahadev Mandir, Urnavati Devi 
Mandir, Vitthal Rukmani Mandir, Dutta Mandir 
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2) Balaji Trust – Private Trust (Shroff family): Balaji Mandir 
3) Hanuman Mandir – Private Trust (Chavate family): Hanuman Mandir 
4) Laxmi Narayan Mandir – Private Trust (Brahmin family): Laxmi Narayan Mandir 
5) Ganpati Mandir – Private Trust: Ganpati Mandir 
6) Ram Mandir – Private Trust (Thakkar family): Ram Mandir 

Apart from these, the Deulwadi Precinct falls in to two wards – 13 & 16: 

Figure 78 Deulwadi Precinct - Ward boundaries and Gauthan Area (Source: UMC) 

 

• Deulwadi precinct falls into two ward boundary 13 and 16 
•  The decisions for developments and funds for water, sanitation, roads and public facilities 

are given directly by General Body (17 councilors and president) with advisory staff  

Thus, the respective General Body can play a significant role in taking up a responsibility of 
implementation of projects proposed for the betterment of the precinct. 

As suggested earlier, formation of a ‘Heritage Cell’ cum ‘Tourist information centre’ would be very 
helpful in the management of the heritage in the precinct. It could include an Historian, an Architect, 
MMR-HCS representative and a senior resourceful person. 

The role of the Heritage Cell could include: Issuing an NOC to any owner of a heritage property for 
carrying out any changes to the building, providing Technical Advice (related to conservation), 
Advice to Municipal Council on listed buildings and funding conservation & restoration works 
required for the maintenance of the precinct.  

Bhimala Talao 
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5.3. Summary of Block Cost Estimate 

 

Sr. No.  Proposed intervention  Block Estimate (INR) 

Conservation & Restoration 

A.1.  Revitalization of Bhimala Talao premises  67, 200 

A.2.  Revitalization of Deulwadi Chowk  14, 12, 921 

A.3.  Conservation & restoration of heritage structures  5,24, 122 

A.4.  Developing reference material regarding town’s history & heritage  15,00, 000 

  Total Block cost of projects in Conservation & restoration  35,04,243 

Infrastructural Improvements 

B.1.  Water Supply 

12,00,000 
B.2.  Sewerage 

B.3.  Solid Waste Management  1,50,000 

B.4.  Electric Cables  1,00,000 

B.5.  Public toilets  2,21,186 

  Total Block cost of projects for Infrastructural Improvements  16,71,186 

TOTAL  51,75,429 

 

The  Block  Estimates  for  the  above mentioned  projects  have  been  prepared  as  per  the  District 

Schedule of Rates for Raigad District 2009‐10 as quoted on the website of Public Works Department, 

Government of Maharashtra.4 Operation & Maintenance (O &M) costs have been assumed for the 

next one year following after the completion of the proposed work. For every year following 2009‐

10, an increase of 10 % shall be assumed in the total costs of respective projects. 
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5.4. Possible sources of funding 
 
The possible sources of funding for the above mentioned projects/actions as per the Annual Budget 
of year 2011-12 of Uran Municipal Council are listed as follows: 

Projects/Proposed 
interventions 

Project Cost 
(In INR) 

Possible sources of funding 

Conservation & Restoration 35, 04, 243 Incentives like grant of loans, TDR, MMR-HCS 

Infrastructural 
Improvements 

16,71,186 

Internal ULB fund: Rs. 11,47,773 /- 
Total income from Tax-Revenue: Rs. 2.10 Crores 
Property tax: Rs. 1.3 Crores (1,30,00,000/-) 
Water tax:     Rs. 0.88 Crores (88,50,000/-) 
UIDSSMT (Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for Small & Medium 
Towns) 
Maharashtra Suvarna Jayanti Nagarothan Mahabhiyan: Rs. 40, 00,000 /- 
(Income from Receivable Grant) 
Total Receivable Grant: Rs. 6,89,95,500 /- 

 Above mentioned possible sources of funding denote the INCOME SOURCES which can be used 
for the respective projects. 
 

 The provisions for the line items which are same are already planned in the Annual Budget: 
 

o Trees plantation: Rs. 2, 00,000/- (2 lakhs) – and against it requirement is of  
Rs. 1, 05,600/- according to the Block Cost mentioned above for 
Landscape. 

o Maharashtra Suvarna Jayanti Nagarothan Mahabhiyan: Rs. 10, 00,000/- (10 lakhs) 
 

5.5. Prioritization and Phasing 
 
As mentioned above a sum total of about 51, 75, 429 INR would be required to be spent on the 
conservation and upkeep of the Deulwadi Precinct. The proposed projects or interventions would 
require atleast two years for implementation. 
Since the estimated amount is minimal, there is no need of phasing for planning the expense of the 
said capital costs. 

In addition, all the interventions required for conservation & restoration and infrastructural 
improvements are essential for the betterment of the precinct. Hence no prioritization is required. 
However the proposals for the conservation and restoration activities could be taken up first since 
the project under consideration is meant for ‘Heritage Management’ of the Deulwadi Precinct. 
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5.6. Listing of Buildings & Elements Falling in Core & Buffer Areas  
 
The Deulwadi precinct has been categorized as Core and Buffer Areas wherein the buildings, 
elements and natural features of higher importance have been delineated in the Core area and the 
remaining area has been demarcated in the Buffer Area. The list of buildings and elements falling 
into the Core and Buffer areas as recommended by UMC are tabulated as follows: 
 
Core Area Buildings 

S. No. Ward Name, No. Survey No. Name of the building Street name 

1.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1044 
Dharamshala  
(Shankar Chawl) (A) 

Near Deulwadi Street 

2.  Deulwadi -16 1052/1 Vitthal Mandir resi. (B) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

3.  Deulwadi -16 1053 A Mahadev Mandir (C) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

4.  Deulwadi -16 1054 A Urnavati Devi Mandir (D) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

5.  Deulwadi -16 1055 A Rukmani Mandir (E) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

6.  Deulwadi -16 1011 Residence (F1) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

7.  Deulwadi -16 1012 Residence (F2) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

8.  Deulwadi -16 1010 A Residence (G) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

9.  Deulwadi -16 1010 B Residence Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

10.  Deulwadi -16 1058 Balaji Temple resi. (H) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

11.  Deulwadi -16 1055 Gopal Krishna Vachanalaya Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

12.  Deulwadi -16 1060 Dutta Temple resi.(I) Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

13.  Deulwadi -16 1060/A Residence Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

14.  Deulwadi -16 1010 B Residence (J) Deulwadi 

15.  Deulwadi -16 1010 C Residence  Deulwadi 

16.  Deulwadi -16 1013 A Deulwadi Chowk Deulwadi 

17.  Deulwadi -16 “ 
Deep Stambha, Well, Peepal 
Tree, Banyan Tree 

Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk 

18.  Deulwadi -16 1013 B Residence Deulwadi  

19.  Deulwadi -16 1009 C/2 Dasha Shrimali hall Deulwadi 

20.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1061 (A) Shop Ganpati Chowk 

21.  Deulwadi -16 1047/1 Residence Na 

22.  Deulwadi -16 1047/2 Residence Na 

23.  Deulwadi -16 1048/1 Residence Behind Shiv Mandir 

24.  Deulwadi -16 1049 Residence Near Peepal Tree 

25.  Deulwadi -16 1049/1 Residence Behind Urnavati Devi Mandir 

26.  Deulwadi -16 1049/2 Residence Behind Shiv Mandir 

27.  Deulwadi -16 1056 
Quarter(Vitthal Rukmani 
Mandir) 

Along Nagaon Road  

28.  Deulwadi -16 1057 Open Plot  Behind Library 

29.  Deulwadi -16 NA Open Well Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

30.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1061 B1/B2 Shivsena Office 
Adjacent to Hanuman Mandir, 
Ganpati Chowk 

31.  Deulwadi -16 1000 A Commando Academy (K) Ganpati Chowk 

32.  Deulwadi -16 1004 “ “ 

33.  Deulwadi -16 1006 “ “ 

34.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1061 A Hanuman Mandir (L) Ganpati Chowk 

35.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1062 Ganpati Mandir (M) Ganpati Chowk 

36.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 1063 Laxmi Narayan Mandir (N) Ganpati Chowk 

37.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 881 Ram Mandir(O) Bazar Peth 

38.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 869/3 Chabutra (Bird feeder) (P) Beside Ram Mandir 
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39.  Kamtha ramgalli -13 876 Dispensary (Q) Near Ganpati Chowk 

40.  Deulwadi -16 1007 
Apts. Beside Deulwadi Street – 
entry 

Near Ganpati Chowk 

41.  Deulwadi -16 1003 1/2/3 Structure Unknown Near the School across Nala 

42.  Deulwadi -16 1043 1/2/3/4 Structure beside Shankar Chawl Near Deulwadi 

43.  Deulwadi -16 1050 Shed 
Beside entry to Deuwadi Street 
from Talao side 

44.  Deulwadi -16 1018 1/2/3 Residence 
Near Shankar Chawl (Deulwadi 
Street) 

45.  Deulwadi -16 1017 1/2/3/4 Residence Deulwadi 

46.  Deulwadi -16 1016 Saraswati Niwas Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

47.  Deulwadi -16 1015 Na Deulwadi  

48.  Deulwadi -16 1015/X Na Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

49.  Deulwadi -16 1014/3-A Na Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

50.  Deulwadi -16 1014/3-B Na Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

51.  Deulwadi -16 1014 A/X Na Deulwadi Sansthan Street 

52.  Kamtha ramgalli-13 NA Bhimala Talao Along Nagaon Road 

 
Buffer Area Buildings 

S. No. Ward Name, No. Survey No. Name of the building Street name 

1.  Na 830 Residential Building  Near Gandhi Statue Junction  

2.  Na 831 & 831 A Building (G+2) 
(Shops on G.F & Flats above) 

Opp. To Dispensary 

3.  Kamtha ramgalli-13 875 Building (G+2) 
(Shops on G.F & Flats above)  

Behind Dispensary  
(near Ganpati Chowk) 

4.  Kamtha ramgalli-13 880 Jaylaxmi Restaurant & Sweets 
(G+1) 

Beside Ram Mandir  
(Ganpati Chowk) 

5.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1065/1 Sports club/Gym Kamtha road 

6.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1066-1 to 7 Dasha Shrimali Complex Uran Mora road 

7.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1067/1 Na Uran Mora road 

8.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1068 Modi Lodge Uran Mora road 

9.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1069 Anandi Bhavan & Janki niwas Uran Mora road 

10.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1070 Geet building Uran Mora road 

11.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1071 Mehta Apartment Uran Mora road 

12.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1072/B Kiran kunj Uran Mora road 

13.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1072/A Kotkar Family Uran Mora road 

14.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1073 Naik family Uran Mora road 

15.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 Na Native High School Beside Bhimala Talao 

16.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1074-1 to 6 Prabhat Super Market Mora road 

17.  Kamtha-ramgalli-13 1075 to 1077 Raj Mahal Mora road 
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5.7. Grading 
Buildings/Precincts with unique architectural or historic value are listed as Grade I, II (II A & II B), and 
III based on the criteria defined by INTACH for grading of listed buildings/listed precincts16 (Chainani, 
2007). As per our understanding the Deulwadi Precinct can be graded as GRADE III Heritage Precinct 
based on definitions laid by INTACH. 
 
The following structures/buildings of the Deulwadi Precinct can be categorized as GRADE II B:  

S. No. Listing Name 

1.  UN 1 Vitthal Mandir 

2.  UN 2 Mahadev Mandir 

3.  UN 3 Urnavati Devi Mandir 

4.  UN 4 Rukmani Mandir 

5.  UN 5 Balaji Mandir 

6.  UN 6 Datta Mandir 

7.  UN 7 Hanuman Mandir 

8.  UN 8 Ganpati Mandir 

9.  UN 9 Laxminarayan Mandir 

10.  UN 10 Ram Mandir 

 
Apart from the above ten temples, Deep Stambhas (two tree – platforms) and the well in the 
Deulwadi Sansthan Chowk could be categorized as GRADE II B. Rest all the buildings and elements 
falling into the Deulwadi Precinct (in core or buffer) are suitable to be categorized as GRADE III. The 
only remarkable significance possessed by the precinct is socio-cultural and religious. The precinct is 
a religious hub for pilgrims from all over Maharashtra.  

5.8. Building Plan Approval Process 
 
All buildings falling within the precinct would have to follow the procedure for submission and 
review as per the DCR. For all buildings, which form a part of this precinct, proposals should be 
submitted for review to the Uran Municipal Authority if any of the following are proposed: 

i. If a new construction is undertaken on any plot within the precinct. 
ii. If reconstruction is planned to be undertaken for any building. 

iii. Changes in the interior – if they are going to affect the street facing façade. 
iv. Alterations for services like air conditioning, lights etc. – if they are going to have a 

visual impact on the main street facing façade. 
v. If any repairs to the building will have a visual impact on the street facing façade. 

 
The process of Building Plan Approval from the Local Authority is shown as follows: 

                                                            
16 Note: Listing does not prevent change of ownership or usage. But, such usage should be in harmony with the said listed 

precinct/building. Care will be taken to ensure that the development permission relating to these buildings is given without 
delay.  
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5.9. Application & Documentation for Approval  

 

The  documents  which  are  to  be  submitted  to  Uran  Municipal  Council  for  approval  of  any 

development and the completion certificate issued by the Municipal Council are shown in annexure. 

In case of owners of heritage properties, who have received notification,  the application  to Urban 

Municipal  Council  for  any  changes  or modifications  intended  by  the  owner;  should  comprise  of 

documents enlisted in Checklist given in annexure. 
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6. Deulwadi Precinct Guidelines 
 
The following guiding principles have been kept in mind while drafting the guidelines for the 
precinct: 

1. Care should be taken that minimal intervention or alteration is made to the building 
structure or site and its immediate environs. 

2. The peculiar original elements, features or architectural character of a building or site and its 
environment, if any, should not be destroyed. Even removal or alteration of any historic 
material or special architectural features, if any, should not be permitted. 

3. Changes, which may have taken place in due course of time, are evidences of history and 
development of a building, structure or site and its environment. These changes may have 
acquired significance in their own right, and so they should be respected. 

4. Deteriorated architectural features should be repaired rather than replaced, wherever 
possible. 

 
Guidelines for the Deulwadi Precinct 

 

The following guidelines shall apply to the buildings in the Deulwadi Precinct only and shall be read 
in conjunction with the applicable DCR. 
 
As defined before, we have categorized Deulwadi Precinct into two categories – Core & Buffer.  
 
The reference of Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For ” B “ and “C” Class Municipal Councils 
of Maharashtra as published by Government of Maharashtra , November 1979 
is applicable  for Uran. These guidelines will be read with reference to these statutory. 
 

The guidelines have been proposed respectively, as follows: 
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6.1. Development Guidelines for the Core Area of the Deulwadi Precinct 

6.1.1. Architectural/ Building Elements  
Parameter/ 

Elements 
Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 

Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 
Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Amalgamation/ 
sub-division of 
plots 

Amalgamation: No reference. 
 

Sub-division: 
Section 19.1.1. , DCR 1979 
For road length up to 75m, minimum layout road width should 
be 6m for residential and 12m for commercial. For road length 
of 75 to 150 m, minimum width should be 9m for residential and 
13.5m for commercial. For road length more than 150m, 
minimum width should be 15m for residential and commercial.  
 
Section 19.4.1.1. , DCR 1979 
Minimum allowable plot size is 30 sqm (allowed for EWS 
Housing) 

Amalgamation allowed 
only for creation/ 
expansion of parks/ 
gardens.  
 
 
 
 
 
Sub-divisions allowed as 
per DCR. 

Amalgamation 
allowed subject to a 
maximum size of 
250 sqm for 
construction. No 
restriction for 
amalgamation for 
creation/ expansion 
of parks/ gardens.  
 
Sub-divisions 
allowed as per DCR. 

Amalgamation 
allowed subject to a 
maximum size of 
250 sqm for 
construction. No 
restriction for 
amalgamation for 
creation/ expansion 
of parks/ gardens.  
 
Sub-divisions 
allowed as per DCR. 

Amalgamation to be 
regulated to avoid large 
building footprints and 
high traffic generating 
large buildings such as 
cinema theatres, shopping 
malls, vehicle service 
stations, etc. Typically, 
plots larger than 250 sqm 
can support such activities. 
 
However, bye-laws shall 
allow creation of large 
parks, gardens, playground 
and other open spaces for 
public use with no 
restrictions on the 
maximum size of the 
amalgamated plot. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Balconies, 
overhangs, 
chajjas 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Structural projections such as balconies, cornices, weather 
sheds, roof projections etc., shall be allowed in the set-back 
distances.  
 
Section 20.7.1. 
No cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m 
wide shall project over the open space so as to reduce the width 
to less than the minimum required. 
 
A balcony at roof level of a width of 0.9 m over hanging set-
backs within one’s own land and court yards and this shall be 
subject to a maximum of 1/3 length of perimeter of building, 
balcony or balconies shall be permitted to project in marginal 
open space of not less than 3 m in width. 

No balconies, overhangs, 
chajjas allowed in the 
front margin on Deulwadi 
street. Balconies shall be 
allowed around Bhimala 
Talao as per DCR. 

No balconies, 
overhangs, chajjas 
allowed in the front 
margin on Deulwadi 
street. Balconies 
shall be allowed 
around Bhimala 
Talao as per DCR. 

No balconies, 
overhangs, chajjas 
allowed in the front 
margin on Deulwadi 
street. Balconies 
shall be allowed 
around Bhimala 
Talao as per DCR. 

Width of Deulwadi street 
is narrow and any 
projections may hamper 
with the visual character 
of the street. 

Basement/ cellar Section 20.7.2. 
Allowed. Basement used as parking space, store room, air-
conditioning plant room not counted in Built-up area.  
 
Section J-6 (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Every basement shall be in every part at least 2.4 m. in height 
from the floor to the underside of the roof slab or ceiling. 
 
Ventilation area not less than 2.5 per cent of the area of the 
basement. 

Allowed as per DCR. Allowed as per DCR. Allowed as per DCR. No archaeological remains 
in the precinct, hence 
earth excavations for 
buildings allowed subject 
to approval from other 
applicable acts, rules and 
regulations.  
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Bathroom/ toilet Section 22.4. 
The size of a bath room shall be not less than 1.8 sqm. The 
minimum size of a water-closet shall be 1.1 sqm.  
 
The height of a bath room or water-closet measured from the 
surface of the floor to the lowest point in the ceiling (bottom of 
slab) shall not be less than 2.2 m. 
 
Should be so situated that at least one of its walls opens to 
external air. The size of the opening of the wall shall not be less 
than 0.3 sqm. 

Allowed as per DCR. Allowed as per DCR. Allowed as per DCR. Basic services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc. should be 
provided in a manner 
which is sensitive to 
heritage precincts. 

Building colour/ 
Facades 

Section J-4.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Facades shall consist of non-combustible building material. The 
vertical clearance between sill level and the lintel level below 
shall be not less than 0.9 m. 

No colour specification. No colour 
specification. 

No colour 
specification. 

Colours of buildings do not 
provide a unified identity 
to Deulwadi precinct. 

Building material 
(walls) 

Section J-4.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Elements of construction for which the required fire resistance 
is one hour or more shall be of non-combustible material.  
 
Structural members such as supports and load bearing walls 
shall have fire resistance rating of 2 hours, transoms and ceilings 
2 hours to 4 hours. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. In Deulwadi precinct, 
building materials do not 
contribute to a unified 
identity and hence need 
not be regulated. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Built-up area/ FSI Section 20.2.2 (for gaothan) 
The built-up area in gaothan areas shall be not more than 75 
per cent. 
 
Section 20.3.1.1., Table 1. 
The maximum built-up area for residential and shops in non-
congested area is 1/3rd of net- plot area for plots abutting road 
of size greater than 18m. 1/2 of net-plot area. 
 
Sections 20.7.1. & 20.7.2. 
The built-up area shall not include certain projections like chajja, 
balcony of 0.9m width, mamti, rockery, well and well structures, 
drainage culvert, and basement floors used as parking space / 
store/etc, electric sub-station or cabin, watchmen’s booths. 
 
For Uran, FSI of 4.0 has been proposed and is yet to be 
approved. 

FSI to be frozen to its 
existing consumption at 
plot level in the core 
area. Heritage 
Transferable 
Development Rights 
(TDR) mechanism may be 
used and appropriate 
receivable zones may be 
identified within Uran 
Municipal Area. 

FSI to be frozen to 
its existing 
consumption at plot 
level in the core 
area. Heritage TDR 
mechanism may be 
used and 
appropriate 
receivable zones 
may be identified 
within Uran 
Municipal Area. 

FSI to be frozen to 
its existing 
consumption at 
plot level in the 
core area. Heritage 
TDR mechanism 
may be used and 
appropriate 
receivable zones 
may be identified 
within Uran 
Municipal Area. 

Core area has significant 
unconsumed FSI as 
compared to the proposed 
FSI of 4.0, encouraging 
demolition and 
reconstruction of existing 
structure. This may 
potentially destroy the 
heritage value of the 
precinct and hence, FSI 
should be frozen to 
existing consumption at 
plot level in the core area 
only. 
 
Tradable FSI concept can 
be introduced after a 
study of receivable zones 
within Municipal area. 

Chimney (kitchen) Section 20.6.  
Chimney up to a height of 1m is not included in the specified 
height of buildings. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. There are very few 
restaurants/ eateries are 
in the precinct and use of 
coal and firewood was not 
found. Hence, no potential 
damage can be envisaged 
to the precinct and no 
regulation is required for 
kitchen chimney. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Compound wall, 
gate and railing 

Section 22.9. 
The maximum height of the compound wall shall be 2 m above 
the level of centre line of the front street. 
In case of a corner plot the height of the boundary wall shall be 
restricted to 0.75 m. for a length of 10 m. on the front and side 
of the intersections and the remaining height of 2.0 m. may be 
made up of railings. 
 
Section J-3.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Main entrances to the plot shall be of adequate width to allow 
easy access to the fire engine and in no case it shall measure 
less than 4.5 m. The entrance gate shall fold back against the 
compound wall of the premises. 

No compound walls 
(including opaque walls, 
perforated walls, grills, 
railings, etc.) allowed for 
plots other than 
residential. Any existing 
compound walls above 
0.6 m from the ground 
level shall be removed. 
 
For residential plots, no 
compound walls 
permitted higher than 2 
feet from the ground for 
plots facing Deulwadi 
street. Any existing 
compound walls above 
0.6 m from the ground 
level shall be removed. 

No compound walls 
(including opaque 
walls, perforated 
walls, grills, railings, 
etc.) allowed for 
plots other than 
residential. Any 
existing compound 
walls above 0.6 m 
from the ground 
level shall be 
removed. 
 
For residential plots, 
no compound walls 
permitted higher 
than 2 feet from the 
ground for plots 
facing Deulwadi 
street. Any existing 
compound walls 
above 0.6 m from 
the ground level 
shall be removed. 

No compound walls 
(including opaque 
walls, perforated 
walls, grills, railings, 
etc.) allowed for 
plots other than 
residential. Any 
existing compound 
walls above 0.6 m 
from the ground 
level shall be 
removed. 
 
For residential 
plots, no compound 
walls permitted 
higher than 0.6 m 
from the ground for 
plots facing 
Deulwadi street. 
Any existing 
compound walls 
above 2 feet from 
the ground level 
shall be removed. 

Traditionally, houses had 
verandahs or front yards 
as interactive spaces and 
are a crucial element for 
socio-cultural interactions. 
Compound walls threaten 
to destroy this interaction 
and hence shall not be 
permitted.  
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Courtyard Section 22.1.2. 
Every interior courtyard shall be raised at least 15 cm. above the 
level of the centre of the nearest street and shall be 
satisfactorily drained. 
Section 20.5.  
The whole of one side of one or more rooms intended for 
human habitation and not abutting on either the front, rear or 
side open spaces shall abut on an interior open space whose 
minimum width shall be 3 m. 
Section 20.7.1. 
Every open space provided either interior or exterior shall be 
kept free from any erection thereon and shall be open to the sky 
and no cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m 
wide shall overhang. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. Courtyards although were 
an integral part of the 
vernacular architecture of 
the region, its existence or 
absence, would not 
hamper the heritage value 
of the precinct. Suggestion 
is to encourage as an 
element, if so desired by 
the owner/user 

Verandah No reference. A verandah of minimum 
width of 1.2 m within the 
plot shall be provided for 
plot sizes of more than 
100 sq m. 

A verandah of 
minimum width of 
1.2 m within the plot 
shall be provided for 
plot sizes of more 
than 100 sq m. 

A verandah of 
minimum width of 
1.2 m within the 
plot shall be 
provided for plot 
sizes of more than 
100 sq m. 

Traditionally, houses had 
verandahs as interactive 
spaces and should be 
encouraged to improve 
interaction between the 
street and buildings. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Fenestration  
design 

Section 22.11.1. 
All habitable rooms shall have, for the admission of light and air, 
one or more apertures, such as windows and fan lights, opening 
directly to the external air or into an open verandah, not more 
than 2.4 m. in width. 
The minimum aggregate area of openings of habitable rooms 
and kitchens excluding doors shall be not less than 1/6 of floor 
area for wet hot climate. 
 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Foundation Section 6.2. 
Certificate of soundness of the foundation and the existing 
structure by a qualified engineer shall be furnished along with 
the application, if so desired. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Front, side & rear 
margin/ setback 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Front Margin: for plots abutting lane less than 4.5m, set-back of 
2.25m from centre line of the lane is prescribed. For streets 
between 4.5m to 7.5m, no set – back is prescribed. For streets 
between 7.5m to 12m, set-back of 1m from the road is 
prescribed. For streets greater than 12m, set-back of 1.5m is 
prescribed. 
Section 20.3.1.1. Table 1. 
For plots abutting roads of more than 18m width, road side set-
back of 4.5m, rear margin of 4.5m and front margin of 3m is 
prescribed. 
For plots abutting roads of less than 18m width, road side 
margin of 2.25m and rear margin of 2.25m is prescribed. The 
set-back and margins vary with plot size. 
 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Garage (Private) Section 20.3.1.2. (for non-congested area) 
A clear distance of at least 3 m shall be left between the main 
building and any subsidiary building such as garage etc. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Height of building Section 20.2.3. (for gaothan) 
The maximum height of buildings shall be 2 storeys. In case, 
building with ground and two stories is to be constructed the 
built over area shall not be more than 60 percent. 
Section 20.6. 
The absolute height of any building shall not be more than 1.5 
times the width of road fronting plus front open space. 

Overall permissible 
height of the structure 
shall be restricted to 13.5 
m only. 

Overall permissible 
height of the 
structure shall be 
restricted to 13.5 m 
only. 

Overall permissible 
height of the 
structure shall be 
restricted to 13.5 m 
only. 

- 

Minimum size of 
dwelling unit 

No reference As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 

Parapet wall Section 22.8. 
Parapet walls and handrails provided on the edges of roof 
terraces, balcony etc. shall not be less than 1.05 m. and not 
more than 1.20 m. in height. 

To be included in the 
permitted building 
height. 

To be included in the 
permitted building 
height. 

To be included in 
the permitted 
building height. 

- 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Parking Section 21. 
20 sqm of parking space shall be provided per unit as specified 
in table 3.  
Off-street parking space shall be provided with adequate 
vehicular access to a street; 
The spaces to be left out for parking shall be in addition to the 
open spaces left out for lighting and ventilation purposes. 

Common car parking 
provisions for core area 
shall be made by Uran 
Municipal Council with 
passes for residents of 
Deulwadi street and the 
street shall be declared a 
pedestrian street. Two-
wheelers can be parked 
by the residents within 
premises. 

Common car parking 
provisions for core 
area shall be made 
by Uran Municipal 
Council with passes 
for residents of 
Deulwadi street and 
the street shall be 
declared a 
pedestrian street. 
Two-wheelers can 
be parked by the 
residents within 
premises. 

Common car 
parking provisions 
for core area shall 
be made by Uran 
Municipal Council 
with passes for 
residents of 
Deulwadi street 
and the street shall 
be declared a 
pedestrian street. 
Two-wheelers can 
be parked by the 
residents within 
premises. 

 Deulwadi street attracts 
large number of 
pedestrians as it is a 
ceremonial street. Parking 
on Deulwadi street shall 
be prohibited and 
appropriate provisions be 
made by the ULB to 
provide common parking 
space at a suitable 
location. It has been 
observed that most of the 
households own a two-
wheeler. Common parking 
shall be provided at 1 ECS 
per 100 sqm of floor area. 
 
Traffic & parking 
management plan shall be 
prepared to regulate 
parking around Bhimala 
Talao during festive and 
non-festive times. 

Plinth Section 22.1.1.  
The plinth or any part of a building or outhouse shall be so 
located with respect to surrounding ground level as well as 
average normal flood level/ water mark that adequate drainage 
of the site is assured but not at height less than 45 cm. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Projections in 
margins/ setbacks 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Structural projections such as balconies, weather sheds, roof 
projections etc., shall be allowed in the set-back distances.  
Section 20.7.1. 
No cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m wide 
shall project over the open space so as to reduce the width to 
less than the minimum required. 
A balcony at roof level as specified shall be permitted to project 
in marginal open space of not less than 3 m in width. 

No projections allowed in 
margins except window 
chajjas of upto 0.75 m or 
roof overhang in case of 
sloping roofs of upto 0.75 
m. 

No projections 
allowed in margins 
except window 
chajjas of upto 0.75 
m or roof overhang 
in case of sloping 
roofs of upto 0.75 
m. 

No projections 
allowed in margins 
except window 
chajjas of upto 0.75 
m or roof overhang 
in case of sloping 
roofs of upto 0.75 
m. 

Projections in the margin 
allowed only for weather 
protection.  

Rain water 
harvesting (tank, 
pits, etc.) 

No reference. Allowed within plot 
boundary. 

Allowed within plot 
boundary. 

Allowed within plot 
boundary. 

Allowed for delivering 
basic services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc. and to 
encourage rain water 
harvesting. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Ramp Section 20.7.2. 
Ramps shall not be included in covered area for the calculation 
of built-up area. 

Ramps allowed to make 
buildings accessible to all 
(including wheelchairs) as 
per standards laid by 
Ministry of Social Justice 
and Empowerment, 
Government of India17

Ramps allowed to 
make buildings 
accessible to all 
(including 
wheelchairs) as per 
standards laid by 
Ministry of Social 
Justice and 
Empowerment, 
Government of 
India. 

. 

Ramps allowed to 
make buildings 
accessible to all 
(including 
wheelchairs) as per 
standards laid by 
Ministry of Social 
Justice and 
Empowerment, 
Government of 
India. 

Mandatory compliance 
with 'Persons with 
Disabilities (Equal 
Opportunities, Protection 
of Rights and Full 
Participation) Act, 1995'. 

Roof design/ type Section 22.2.2.1. 
In the case of pitched roof, the average height of room shall not 
be less than 2.75 m. 
and the minimum height of eaves level shall not be less than 2.2 
m. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 

Roof projections 
(water tanks)  

Section 20.6. 
Roof tanks and their supports, ventilating, air-conditioning, lift 
rooms and similar service equipment, proof structures other 
than penthouses, chimneys and parapet walls not exceeding 1 
m in height; 
Unless the aggregate area of such structures including 
penthouses, exceeds one-third of the roof of the building upon 
which they are erected. 

Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height. 

Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height. 

Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height. 

Exclusion allowed for 
delivering basic services 
such as water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc. in a 
manner sensitive towards 
heritage precincts. 

                                                            
17 Refer: CPWD (1998) Guidelines and Space Standards for Barrier Free Built Environment for Disabled and Elderly Persons, Central Public Works Department, Ministry of 
Urban Affairs and Employment, Government of India. (now Ministry of Urban Development). Weblink: http://urbanindia.nic.in/writereaddata/GuideLines%20of%20Sc
 hemes/92.pdf; Accessed on: October 08, 2012. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra (Government of 

Maharashtra, 1979) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation 
of existing building 

Rationale 

Roof projections 
(staircase well/ 
mumties/ lift 
machine room) 

-do- Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height upto a maximum 
area of 4 sqm (non 
habitable) 

Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height upto a 
maximum area of 4 
sqm (non habitable) 

Excluded from the 
permissible building 
height upto a 
maximum area of 4 
sqm (non habitable) 

Access to terraces shall be 
allowed and use of rooftop 
spaces may be 
encouraged. 

Septic Tank/ 
Soak-away pit 

Section 26.2. 
A subsoil depression shall not be closer than 18 m. from any 
source of drinking water. It shall also be as for removed from 
the most habitable building as economically feasible but not 
closer than 6 m. to avoid damage the structures. 

Allowed within property Allowed within 
property 

Allowed within 
property 

Allowed for delivering 
basic services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc.  

Underground 
water storage 
tank (other than 
rain water 
harvesting tank) 

Section J-11. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
A satisfactory supplier of water for the purpose of fire fighting 
shall always be available in the form of underground static 
storage thank of 25000 liters capacity. 

Allowed within property  Allowed within 
property 

Allowed within 
property 

Allowed for delivering 
basic services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc.  
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6.1.2. Building Utilities 
Parameter/ 

Elements 
Standardized Building Bye-Laws 
and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 

Municipal Councils of 
Maharashtra  

As published by Government of 
Maharashtra in November 1979 

(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ modification 
of existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Air conditioning Section 20.7.2. 
Basement floors used as air-
conditioning plant room shall 
not be included in covered area 
for built-up area calculations 
Section J- 9.5. (Appendix for 
Special Occupancy Buildings) 
The ducting shall be constructed 
for substantial gauge metal in 
accordance with IS: 655- 
1968(Revised) 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 

Automatic fire 
sprinkler 
system 

No reference. As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 

Diesel 
Generator Set 

No reference. Not allowed in 
Deulwadi street. 
Allowed in other 
core areas.  

Not allowed in Deulwadi 
street. Allowed in other 
core areas. 

Not allowed in Deulwadi 
street. Allowed in other 
core areas. 

Air and noise pollution generated by 
diesel generator sets may destroy 
the sanctity of the Deulwadi street 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws 
and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 

Municipal Councils of 
Maharashtra  

As published by Government of 
Maharashtra in November 1979 

(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ modification 
of existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Dish antenna No reference. Allowed on terraces/ 
roofs at a height 
below the top of the 
parapet. For sloping/ 
other roofs, dish 
antennas shall be 
placed below the 
topmost part of the 
roof. 

Allowed on terraces/ 
roofs at a height below 
the top of the parapet. 
For sloping/ other roofs, 
dish antennas shall be 
placed below the 
topmost part of the roof. 

Allowed on terraces/ 
roofs at a height below 
the top of the parapet. 
For sloping/ other roofs, 
dish antennas shall be 
placed below the 
topmost part of the roof. 

Dish antennas shall not cause visual 
hindrance in the skyline of the 
precinct. 

Earthing for 
lightning 

No reference. Allowed Allowed Allowed Essential for safety of the occupants. 

Electric shaft Section J-9.1. (Appendix for 
Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Medium and low voltage wiring 
running in shafts, and within 
false ceiling shall run in metal 
conduit. 

As per National 
Building Code 

As per National Building 
Code 

As per National Building 
Code 

Allowed for delivering basic services 
such as water, sanitation, electricity, 
etc. However for new construction 
such as security cabin/ guard room/ 
toilet, electric cables shall be 
provided without a dedicated shaft. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws 
and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 

Municipal Councils of 
Maharashtra  

As published by Government of 
Maharashtra in November 1979 

(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ modification 
of existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Fire safety 
equipment & 
systems 

Section 24. 
In accordance with Part IV Fire 
Protection of National Building 
Code of India.  
Section J-10. (Appendix for 
Special Occupancy Buildings) 
The fire fighting appliance shall 
be distributed over the building 
in accordance with IS:2190- 
1971 Code of practice for 
selection, installation and 
maintenance of portable first - 
aid fire appliances. 

As per National 
Building Code 

As per National Building 
Code 

As per National Building 
Code 

Essential for safety of the occupants. 
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6.1.3. Public Works, Infrastructure and Other Elements 
Parameter/ Element Bye-Law Rationale 

Hoardings (advertisement boards) Not allowed  - 

Heritage/ Tourism/ Information 
Signage 

As per signage guidelines to be 
prepared by State Archaeology 
Department, Government of 
Maharashtra/ MMR HCS. 

- 

Borewell (Public and Private) Allowed No archaeological remains in the precinct, hence earth excavations for buildings allowed 
subject to approval from other applicable acts, rules and regulations.  

Culverts Allowed - 

Electric transformer Not allowed in core area.  Electricity services in the core area can be served by transformers placed in buffer area.  

Erection of temporary kiosk/ pandal Allowed with permission from Uran 
Municipal Council 

Due to large scale social, cultural and religious activities, temporary kiosks are essential 
and hence shall be allowed. 

Excavation (public facilities) Allowed with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Fire hydrants in public places Allowed with permission Essential for safety of the public. 

Footpath Allowed with permission Basic need for mobility and crucial for safety of the public. 

Fuel stations and service stations Not allowed Fuels & service stations generate large volume of traffic and hence, shall not be allowed. 

Gas pipeline Allowed with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

HT line Not allowed HT Lines can be re-aligned to avoid passing through the precinct. HT lines are 
undesirable visually. 

Landscape Allowed as per building plan 
permission parameters. 

- 

LT line Only underground with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Mining, quarrying and kiln Not allowed Mining, quarrying and kilns generate large volume of traffic and may be detrimental to 
environmentally sensitive areas. 

Mobile network tower Not allowed in the precinct. Mobile network towers are undesirable visually in the study area and the ones existing 
in core area shall be relocated beyond the precinct. 
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Parameter/ Element Bye-Law Rationale 

Public Parking Surface parking allowed as per 
Parking & Traffic Management Plan 
(to be prepared) 

Bhimala Talao forms a crucial recreational place for the city and attracts visitors from all 
parts of the city and hence vehicles. Parking provisions must be made for such visitors. 
 
During festivals, large numbers of people visit from the state, hence, parking provisions 
shall be made, preferably outside the precinct to regulate traffic & crowd control. 

Public  toilet/s Allowed Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Secondary Collection Point (MSW) Not allowed Door to door MSW collection shall be implemented as soon as possible and need for 
secondary collection points/large community bins shall be removed. 

Space for vending Allowed as per Vending Policy (to be 
prepared by Uran Municipal Council 
(as per national vendors policy) 

Vending forms an integral part of the socio-cultural significance of the precinct  apart 
from livelihood for many. Retaining the same shall be effectively done with the help of 
vending policy. 

Street light Allowed(put cables underground) Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc.  

Telecom/ Cable TV line Allowed underground Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc.  
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6.2. Development Guidelines for the Buffer Area of the Deulwadi Precinct 
The BUFFER AREA includes buildings which are of lesser significance as compared to the Temples & 
Residences of the Temple Street in the Deulwadi precinct or the Bhimala Talao. They are shown in 
the below photographs: 

Figure 79 Building opposite to Ganpati Chowk (left), Ganpati Chowk (centre) road beside Dispensary (right) 

 
Source: UMC 

 
Figure 80 Native High School (left), Building beside Deulwadi Street entry (centre) & Commercial developments in the precinct (right) 

 
Source: UMC 

 
Figure 81 Road leading to Swami Vivekanand Chowk (left); Old house beside Mehta Apartments (centre) & buildings adjacent to 

Dispensary (right) 

 
Source: UMC 

 
As evident from the above images almost all the buildings in the BUFFER AREA have commercial, 
residential, mixed or institutional usage.  
 
The guidelines for the Buffer Area would specify provisions for activities in the Buffer Area of the 
precinct, as follows: 

- Street markets apart from the formal markets could be arranged for festival times. 
- Specific measures for Traffic control could be exercised during festival times.  
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6.2.1. Architectural/ Building Elements for the Buffer Area of the Deulwadi Precinct 
 

Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Amalgamation/ 
sub-division of 
plots 

Amalgamation: No reference. 
 

Sub-division: 
Section 19.1.1.  
 

For road length up to 75m, minimum layout road width should be 
6m for residential and 12m for commercial. For road length of 75 
to 150 m, minimum width should be 9m for residential and 13.5m 
for commercial. For road length more than 150m, minimum width 
should be 15m for residential and commercial.  
Section 19.4.1.1.  
Minimum allowable plot size is 30 sqm (allowed for EWS Housing) 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Balconies, 
overhangs, 
chajjas 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Structural projections such as balconies, cornices, weather sheds, 
roof projections etc., shall be allowed in the set-back distances.  
Section 20.7.1. 
No cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m wide 
shall project over the open space so as to reduce the width to less 
than the minimum required. 
A balcony at roof level of a width of 0.9 m over hanging set-backs 
within one’s own land and court yards and this shall be subject to a 
maximum of 1/3 length of perimeter of building, balcony or 
balconies shall be permitted to project in marginal open space of 
not less than 3 m in width. 

Balconies, overhangs, 
chajjas may be allowed 
in the margins in buffer 
area.  

Balconies, overhangs, 
chajjas may be 
allowed in the margins 
in buffer area. 

Balconies, overhangs, 
chajjas may be allowed 
in the margins in buffer 
area. 

Areas in buffer area are 
facing severe 
developmental pressures 
and protecting built-open 
relationship is of utmost 
importance. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Basement/ 
cellar 

Section 20.7.2. 
Basement floors used as parking space, store room, air-
conditioning plant room 
Section J-6 (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Every basement shall be in every part at least 2.4 m in height from 
the floor to the underside of the roof slab or ceiling. 
Ventilation area not less than 2.5 per cent of the area of the 
basement. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Bathroom/ 
toilet 

Section 22.4. 
The size of a bath room shall be not less than 1.8 sqm. The 
minimum size of a water-closet shall be 1.1 sqm.  
The height of a bath room or water-closet measured from the 
surface of the floor to the lowest point in the ceiling (bottom of 
slab) shall not be less than 2.2 m. 
Should be so situated that at least one of its walls opens to 
external air. The size of the opening of the wall shall not be less 
than 0.3 sqm. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Basic services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc. should be 
provided in a manner 
which is sensitive to 
heritage precincts. 

Building colour Section J-4.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Facades shall consist of non-combustible building material. The 
vertical clearance between sill level and the lintel level below shall 
be not less than 0.9 m. 

No colour specification. No colour 
specification. 

No colour specification. Colours of buildings do 
not provide a unified 
identity to Deulwadi 
precinct. 

Building 
material (walls) 

Section J-4.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Elements of construction for which the required fire resistance is 
one hour or more shall be of non-combustible material.  
Structural members such as supports and load bearing walls shall 
have fire resistance rating of 2 hours, transoms and ceilings 2 hours 
to 4 hours. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. In Deulwadi precinct, 
building materials do not 
contribute to a unified 
identity and hence need 
not be regulated. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Built-up area/ 
FSI 

Section 20.2.2 (for gaothan) 
The built-up area in gaothan areas shall be not more than 75 per 
cent. 
Section 20.3.1.1., table 1. 
The maximum built-up area for residential and shops in non-
congested area is 1/3rd of net- plot area for plots abutting road of 
size greater than 18m. 1/2 of net-plot area. 
 
Section 20.7.1., 20.7.2. 
The built-up area shall not include certain projections like chajja, 
balcony of 0.9m width, mamti, rockery, well and well structures, 
drainage culvert, and basement floors used as parking space / 
store/etc, electric sub-station or cabin, watchmen’s booths. 
 
However, for Uran, FSI of 4.0 has been proposed and is yet to be 
approved. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. Buffer area may take up 
development at par with 
the rest of the city 
without destroying the 
heritage value of the 
precinct. The FSI 
consumption maybe 
undertaken subject to 
compliance with other 
applicable acts, rules and 
regulations. 

Chimney 
(kitchen) 

Section 20.6.  
Chimney up to a height of 1m is not included in the specified height 
of buildings. 

No additional 
specifications for buffer 
area. However, it shall 
be in compliance with all 
applicable acts, rules 
and regulations. 

No additional 
specifications for 
buffer area. However, 
it shall be in 
compliance with all 
applicable acts, rules 
and regulations. 

No additional 
specifications for buffer 
area. However, it shall be 
in compliance with all 
applicable acts, rules and 
regulations. 

There are very few 
restaurants/ eateries are 
in the precinct and use of 
coal and firewood was 
not found. Hence, no 
potential damage can be 
envisaged to the precinct 
and no additional 
regulation is required for 
kitchen chimney. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Compound 
wall, gate and 
railing 

Section 22.9. 
The maximum height of the compound wall shall be 2.0 m. above 
the level of centre line of the front street. 
In case of a corner plot the height of the boundary wall shall be 
restricted to 0.75 m. for a length of 10 m. on the front and side of 
the intersections and the remaining height of 2.0 m. may be made 
up of railings. 
 
Section J-3.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Main entrances to the plot shall be of adequate width to allow easy 
access to the fire engine and in no case it shall measure less than 
4.5 m. The entrance gate shall fold back against the compound wall 
of the premises. 

Opaque compound walls 
may be allowed upto a 
height of 1.0 m from the 
ground with grill/ railing 
above that.  

Opaque compound 
walls may be allowed 
upto a height of 1.0 m 
from the ground with 
grill/ railing above 
that. 

Opaque compound walls 
may be allowed upto a 
height of 1.0 m from the 
ground with grill/ railing 
above that. 

Retaining/ re-establishing 
visual relation between 
public and private 
domain (i.e. properties 
and streets/ roads) is 
desirable as it has been 
observed in vernacular 
buildings.  

Courtyard Section 22.1.2. 
Every interior courtyard shall be raised at least 15 cm above the 
level of the centre of the nearest street and shall be satisfactorily 
drained. 
Section 20.5.  
The whole of one side of one or more rooms intended for human 
habitation and not abutting on either the front, rear or side open 
spaces shall abut on an interior open space whose minimum width 
shall be 3 m. 
Section 20.7.1. 
Every open space provided either interior or exterior shall be kept 
free from any erection thereon and shall be open to the sky and no 
cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m wide shall 
overhang. 

Same as core area. Same as core area. Same as core area. Same as core area. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Verandah No reference. Same as core area. Same as core area. Same as core area. Same as core area. 

Fenestration  
design 

Section 22.11.1. 
All habitable rooms shall have, for the admission of light and air, 
one or more apertures, such as windows and fan lights, opening 
directly to the external air or into an open verandah, not more than 
2.4 m in width. 
The minimum aggregate area of openings of habitable rooms and 
kitchens excluding doors shall be not less than 1/6 of floor area for 
wet hot climate. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Foundation Section 6.2. 
Certificate of soundness of the foundation and the existing 
structure by a qualified engineer shall be furnished along with the 
application, if so desired. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Front, side and 
rear margin/ 
setback 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Front Margin: for plots abutting lane less than 4.5 m, set-back of 
2.25 m from centre line of the lane is prescribed. For streets 
between 4.5 m to 7.5 m, no set – back is prescribed. For streets 
between 7.5 m to 12 m, set-back of 1 m from the road is 
prescribed. For streets greater than 12 m, set-back of 1.5 m is 
prescribed. 
Section 20.3.1.1. Table 1. 
For plots abutting roads of more than 18 m width, road side set-
back of 4.5 m, rear margin of 4.5 m and front margin of 3 m is 
prescribed. 
For plots abutting roads of less than 18 m width, road side margin 
of 2.25 m and rear margin of 2.25 m is prescribed. The set-back and 
margins vary with plot size. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Garage 
(Private) 

Section 20.3.1.2. (for non-congested area) 
A clear distance of at least 3 m shall be left between the main 
building and any subsidiary building such as garage etc. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR.  - 

Height of 
building 

Section 20.2.3. (for gaothan) 
The maximum height of buildings shall be 2 storeys. In case, 
building with ground and two stories is to be constructed the built 
over area shall not be more than 60 percent. 
Section 20.6. 
The absolute height of any building shall not be more than 1.5 
times the width of road fronting plus front open space. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area - 

Minimum size 
of dwelling 
unit 

No reference Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area - 

Parapet wall Section 22.8. 
Parapet walls and handrails provided on the edges of roof terraces, 
balcony etc. shall not be less than 1.05 m. and not more than 1.2 
m. in height. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Parking Section 21. 
20 sqm of parking space shall be provided per unit as specified in 
table 3.  
Off-street parking space shall be provided with adequate vehicular 
access to a street; 
The spaces to be left out for parking shall be in addition to the 
open spaces left out for lighting and ventilation purposes. 

Parking provisions shall 
be made at 1 ECS per 
100 sqm of floor area. 

Parking provisions 
shall be made at 1 ECS 
per 100 sqm of floor 
area. 

Parking provisions shall 
be made at 1 ECS per 
100 sqm of floor area. 

- 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Plinth Section 22.1.1.  
The plinth or any part of a building or outhouse shall be so located 
with respect to surrounding ground level as well as average normal 
flood level/ water mark that adequate drainage of the site is 
assured but not at height less than 45 cm. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 

Projections in 
margins/ 
setbacks 

Section 20.2.1. (for gaothan) 
Structural projections such as balconies, weather sheds, roof 
projections etc., shall be allowed in the set-back distances.  
Section 20.7.1. 
No cornice, chajja roof or weather shade more than 0.75 m wide 
shall project over the open space so as to reduce the width to less 
than the minimum required. 
A balcony at roof level as specified shall be permitted to project in 
marginal open space of not less than 3 m in width. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Rain water 
harvesting 
(tank, pits, 
etc.) 

No reference. Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Ramp Section 20.7.2. 
Ramps shall not be included in covered area for the calculation of 
built-up area. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Roof design/ 
type 

Section 22.2.2.1. 
In the case of pitched roof, the average height of room shall not be 
less than 2.75 m and the minimum height of eaves level shall not 
be less than 2.2 m. 

As per DCR. As per DCR. As per DCR. - 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of 
existing buildings) 

Expansion/ 
modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ renovation of 
existing building 

Rationale 

Roof 
projections 
(water tanks)  

Section 20.6. 
Roof tanks and their supports, ventilating, air-conditioning, lift 
rooms and similar service equipment, proof structures other than 
penthouses, chimneys and parapet walls not exceeding 1 m in 
height; 
Unless the aggregate area of such structures including penthouses, 
exceeds one-third of the roof of the building upon which they are 
erected. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Roof 
projections 
(staircase well/ 
mumties/ lift 
machine room) 

Section 20.6. 
Roof tanks and their supports, ventilating, air-conditioning, lift 
rooms and similar service equipment, proof structures other than 
penthouses, chimneys and parapet walls not exceeding 1 m in 
height; 
Unless the aggregate area of such structures including penthouses, 
exceeds one-third of the roof of the building upon which they are 
erected. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Septic Tank/ 
Soak-away pit 

Section 26.2. 
A subsoil depression shall not be closer than 18 m from any source 
of drinking water. It shall also be as for removed from the most 
habitable building as economically feasible but not closer than 6 m 
to avoid damage the structures. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 

Underground 
water storage 
tank (other 
than rain water 
harvesting 
tank) 

Section J-11. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
A satisfactory supplier of water for the purpose of fire fighting shall 
always be available in the form of underground static storage thank 
of 25000 liters capacity. 

Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area 
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6.2.2. Building Utilities for the Buffer Area of the Deulwadi Precinct 
Parameter/ 

Elements 
Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 

Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  
As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 

(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ 
renovation of 

existing building 

Rationale 

Air conditioning Section 20.7.2. 
Basement floors used as air-conditioning plant room shall not be 
included in covered area for built-up area calculations 
Section J- 9.5. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
The ducting shall be constructed for substantial gauge metal in 
accordance with IS: 655- 1968(Revised) 

Allowed Allowed Allowed - 

Automatic fire 
sprinkler 
system 

No reference. Allowed Allowed Allowed - 

Diesel 
Generator Set 

No reference. Allowed subject to 
compliance with other 
applicable acts, rules and 
regulations.  

Allowed subject to 
compliance with other 
applicable acts, rules and 
regulations. 

Allowed subject 
to compliance 
with other 
applicable acts, 
rules and 
regulations. 

- 

Dish antenna No reference. Same as core area Same as core area Same as core area Dish antennas shall 
not cause visual 
hindrance in the 
skyline of the 
precinct. 

Earthing for 
lightning 

No reference. Allowed Allowed Allowed Essential for safety 
of the occupants. 
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Parameter/ 
Elements 

Standardized Building Bye-Laws and DCR For” B “ and “C” Class 
Municipal Councils of Maharashtra  

As published by Government of Maharashtra in November 1979 
(whichever is applicable) 

New construction/ 
reconstruction  

(by demolition of existing 
buildings) 

Expansion/ modification of 
existing building 

Repair/ 
renovation of 

existing building 

Rationale 

Electric shaft Section J-9.1. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
Medium and low voltage wiring running in shafts, and within false 
ceiling shall run in metal conduit. 
 

As per National Building 
Code 

As per National Building Code As per National 
Building Code 

Allowed for 
delivering basic 
services such as 
water, sanitation, 
electricity, etc. 
However for new 
construction such as 
security cabin/ guard 
room/ toilet, electric 
cables shall be 
provided without a 
dedicated shaft. 

Fire safety 
equipment & 
systems 

Section 24. 
In accordance with Part IV Fire Protection of National Building 
Code of India.  
Section J-10. (Appendix for Special Occupancy Buildings) 
The fire fighting appliance shall be distributed over the building in 
accordance with IS:2190- 
1971 Code of practice for selection, installation and maintenance 
of portable first - aid fire appliances. 

As per National Building 
Code 

As per National Building Code As per National 
Building Code 

Essential for safety 
of the occupants. 
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6.2.3. Public Works, Infrastructure and Other Elements for the Buffer Area of the Deulwadi Precinct 
Parameter/ Element Bye-Law Rationale 

Hoardings (advertisement boards) Not allowed  - 

Heritage/ Tourism/ Information 
Signage 

As per signage guidelines to be 
prepared by State Archaeology 
Department, Government of 
Maharashtra/ MMR HCS. 

- 

Borewell (Public and Private) Allowed No archaeological remains in the precinct, hence earth excavations for buildings allowed subject to 
approval from other applicable acts, rules and regulations.  

Culverts Allowed - 

Electric transformer Allowed with permission.  Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc.  

Erection of temporary kiosk/ pandal Allowed with permission from Uran 
Municipal Council 

Due to large scale social, cultural and religious activities, temporary kiosks are essential and hence shall be 
allowed. 

Excavation (public facilities) Allowed with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Fire hydrants in public places Allowed with permission Essential for safety of the public. 

Footpath Allowed with permission Basic need for mobility and crucial for safety of the public. 

Fuel stations and service stations Not allowed Fuels stations and service stations generate large volume of traffic and hence should not be allowed. 

Gas pipeline Allowed with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

HT line Not allowed HT Lines can be re-aligned to avoid passing through the precinct. HT lines are undesirable visually. 

Landscape Allowed as per building plan 
permission parameters. 

- 

LT line Only underground with permission Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Mining, quarrying and kiln Not allowed Mining, quarrying and kilns generate large volume of traffic and may be detrimental to environmentally 
sensitive areas. 

Mobile network tower Not allowed in the precinct. Mobile network towers are undesirable visually in the study area and the ones existing in buffer area shall 
be relocated beyond the precinct. 
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Parameter/ Element Bye-Law Rationale 

Public Parking Surface parking allowed as per 
Parking & Traffic Management Plan 
(to be prepared) 

Bhimala Talao and its environs form a crucial recreational place for the city and attracts visitors from all 
parts of the city and hence vehicles. Parking provisions must be made for such visitors. 
 
During festivals, large volume of people visit from within the region and state and hence appropriate 
parking provisions shall be made, preferable outside the precinct to regulate traffic and exercise crowd 
control. 

Public toilet Allowed Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc. 

Secondary Collection Point (MSW) Not allowed Door to door MSW collection shall be implemented as soon as possible and need for secondary collection 
points/large community bins shall be removed. 

Space for vending Allowed as per Vending Policy (to be 
prepared by Uran Municipal Council 
(as per national vendors policy) 

Vending forms an integral part of the socio-cultural significance of the precinct apart from livelihood for 
many. Retaining the same shall be effectively done with the help of vending policy. 

Street light Allowed Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc.  

Telecom/ Cable TV line Allowed underground Allowed for delivering basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity, etc.  
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6.3. Formation of ‘Heritage Cell’ & Creation of ‘Conservation Corpus’ 
 
For the conservation of the buildings in the Heritage Precinct, inspections are necessary to preserve 
them in good condition. 
 
The structures listed in the published heritage list need to be reviewed not only in terms of their 
description, but should be revised to enlist or delist depending upon their individual merits as proposed 
in these guidelines. 
 
Formation of ‘Heritage Cell’ is an essential step in this direction which needs to be undertaken at the 
earliest. It shall act as a tourist information centre as well.  The constitution of the ‘Heritage Cell’ can be 
done as per the guidelines of INTACH and instructions of MMR HCS. The Heritage Cell could include 
Historians, Architects, representative of MMR HCS, social activists, etc.  Deulwadi trusts under the 
guidance of Heritage Cell be involved in the process creating consensus and undertaking 
communication campaign with the community. 
 
The role of the Heritage Cell should include:  
 Evaluating any proposal with respect to the heritage guidelines and issuing an NOC for approval 

of the same 
 Providing Technical advice to the owners of heritage properties (related to conservation)  
 Providing advice to Municipal Council on listed buildings and communication with the temples 

trusts 
 Providing funds for maintenance of heritage structures and properties 

 

Creation of a Conservation Corpus is very essential to maintain the structures in a good condition over 
a period of time. Initial repairs for the damages identified in the report can be carried out with the help 
of the grant provided by MMR HCS. But eventually the periodic Operation & Maintenance (O&M) 
would require a Conservation Corpus or Fund / Repair Fund as mentioned here.  
 
The fund shall be accessible through the Heritage Cell as mentioned above. In addition to the above, an 
INTACH Uran – Chapter could be initiated to further this initiative of Heritage Management in Uran. 
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Annexure 1: List of Stakeholders contacts 

Name of Local Stakeholders   Contact number  

Mr. Hari Krishna Yelgatte, Chief Officer, Uran Municipal Council   9969549091/ 02227222320  

Mr. Kamle, Chief Engineer, Uran Municipal Council   9323859540/ 02227222320  

Mr. Suresh Narwekar, 
Councilor , Uran Municipal Council, resident – Deulwadi Sansthan & 
Trustee‐  Temple trust  

9594255258 
02227222320  

Mr. Zaid Noor Mullah, 
Councilor, Uran Municipal Council & Resident  ‐ Masjid Mohalla  

9820038673 
02227222320 

Mr. SantoshPawar, Uran Municipal Council   0989284527/ 02227222320  

Ms. Nahida Irfaan Thakur, Chairman, Construction Committee.   9969404424/ 02227222320  

Ms. Vaishali Sunil Banda, Karya adyaksh, Uran Municipal Council   02227222320  

Ms. Vasanti S. Thakur, Historian, Uran   9892845278  

Mr. Tansukh P. Jain, Architect   9320556641  

Mr. Raju Gupta,  
Shop Owner, Deulwadi precinct  

9619428787  

Mahendra Muladan,  
Resident, deulwadi Precinct  

9819280143  

Nand Kumar Lavlekar  
Resident, Deulwadi Precinct 

022‐22986580 

Shekhar Lole, Priest   9967458887 

Vijay Sathe  
Caretaker of Hanuman Mandir  

 

Sunil Bairagi, Priest.& owner‐ Dutta Mandir   9619150511 

Anish Shankar Koli 
Lawyer & resident – Deulwadi Precinct. 

9920954749 

Nalini Suthar 
Priest – Shiv Mandir, & Resident, Deulwadi Sansthan 

 

Asha Parekh  022‐23805314 

Harishwar R Tawealkar, Resident – Deulwadi Sansthan  9867051332 

Mohan Lal Gujjar 
Resident‐ Deulwadi Sansthan 

 

Harichandra Y.  Juvekar 
Owner – house 1010A 

 

Ramesh D. Vastraj, Priest, Balaji temple  C/o 022‐27222985 

Pradeep Shroff, Trustee, Balaji temple trust 9326654083 

Dhananjay dinkar rao bhagwat,  Priest, Gnpati Mandir   

Bharat Bhai Rawat 
Priest – ram mandir & resident Deulwadi precinct 
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 Annexure 2: List of Graded buildings within the precinct: As per UDRI list 

Grade II A 
1. Vitthal Rukmani Mandir, Deulwadi 

2. Hanuman Mandir, Deulwadi 

3. Ganesh Mandir, Deulwadi 

4. Laxmi Narayan Mandir, Deulwadi 

5. Ismail Bhaiji House, Masjid Mohalla 

6. Mukri House, Masjid Mohalla 

7. Bakshi House, Masjid Mohalla 

8. Nerekar House, Masjid Mohalla 

9. Ekveera Mandir, Uran Mora Road 

Grade II B 
1. Ram Mandir, Deulwadi 

2. Havabibi Dispensary, Masjid Mohalla 

3. Tungekar Manzil, Masjid Mohalla 

4. Umrigar Agiyari, Mora 

5. The Church of Our Lady of Purification 

Grade III 
1. Vitthal Mandir, Deulwadi 

2. Sangameshwar Mahadev Mandir, Deulwadi 

3. Uranvati Mandir, Deulwadi 

4. Balaji Mandir, Deulwadi 

5. Datta Mandir, Deulwadi 

6. Mukri Manzil, Masjid Mohalla 

7. Thakur Niwas, Masjid Mohalla 

8. Moosa Manzil, Masjid Mohalla 

9. Citizen High School, Masjid Mohalla 

10. Kanya Shala, Vaani Ali 

11. Jain Satsang, Vaani Ali 

12. Sarvaiya House, Vaani Ali 

13. Bhivandiwala Estate, Building No.‐1 

14. Bhivandiwala Estate, Building No.‐2 

15. Bhivandiwala Estate, Building No.‐3 

16. Bhivandiwala Estate Gate 

17. Rice Meal, Uran, Mora Road 

18. Government Dispensary, Uran Mora Road 

19. Aziz Waterworks No.‐1, Uran Mora Road 

20. Salt Commissioner’s residence, Uran Mora Road 

21. Salt Commissioner’s office, Uran Mora Road 

22. Bhawara Masjid, Uran Mora Road 

23. Ganesh Mandir, Uran Mora Road 

24. Custom’s Chowki at Mora on Hill 

25. Mora Pier 

26. Shekhar Mhatre House, Boripokadi 

27. Municipal Council Building 
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 Annexure 3: Buildings of Heritage importance identified in the study 

  

1. Vitthal Mandir  

2. Sangmeshwar Mahadev Mandir 

3. Uranavati Devi temple 

4. Vitthal Rukmani temple 

5. Dutt temple 

6. Ganpati mandir   

7. Ram Mandir 

8. Dispensary 

9. Hanuman Temple 

10. Laxminarayan  temple 

11. Balaji Temple 

12. Residence 1   

13. Residence 2   

14. Residence 3   

15. Residence 4   

16. Residence 5   

17. Chabutara   

  

Details of these buildings are presented in Volume II of the report along with the measured 

drawing.   
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Annexure 4: Application for Building Permission as per Clause 44 of MRTP Act 1966 

 
 

Source: Uran Municipal Council                                                   Figure 1 Completion Certificate (Source: Uran Municipal Council) 
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CHECKLIST TO BE PROVIDED FOR BUILDING PLAN MODIFICATIONS FOR HERITAGE BUILDINGS  
(As listed by Heritage Cell) 
1. Case Number: 

2. Date: 

3. Property owner  Name: 

4. Address: 

5. City Survey Number, City Survey Ward: 

6. Plot area as per records:  

7. Plot area on site as per survey : 

8. Grading as per the Uran Municipal Council Heritage Cell Listing: 

9. Details of road / approach widths, road line cutting, etc. to be clearly demarcated 

10. Existing and Proposed Plans / separate sheets (soft and hard copies) 

 

EXISTING 

( always north up, same orientation as on site plan, key plan) 

PROPOSED 

( always north up, same orientation as on site plan, key plan) 

Key plan 1:1000  Key plan 1:1000 

Site plan 1:200/1:500 –Details of adjoining properties including 

survey numbers and other features like chowks, tulsi kyara, trees, 

lanes, etc. 

Site plan 1:200/1:500 –Details of adjoining properties including survey 

numbers and other features like chowks, tulsi kyara, trees, lanes, etc. 

Floor wise plans (1:100) 

All existing structural elements to be clearly demarcated including 

common wall thicknesses, openings, stairs, toilets, etc. 

Floor wise plans (1:100) 

Differences between existing to be clearly demarcated 

 

Structural system clearly shown  Structural system clearly shown 

Uses of all existing spaces / rooms to be clearly mentioned on 

plans 

Uses of all existing spaces / rooms to be clearly mentioned on plans 

All existing Heritage elements to be clearly demarcated (separate 

colour) including heritage terminology and should be cross‐

referenced by use of photographs and/or drawings of such 

elements 

All existing Heritage elements to be clearly demarcated (separate 

colour) including heritage terminology and should be cross‐referenced 

by use of photographs and/or drawings of such elements 

Section (at least 2 sections for a rectangular building; additional 

sections to represent the full building and show the important 

elements as listed)  

Section (at least 2 sections for a rectangular building; additional 

sections to represent the full building and show the important 

elements as listed.) 

Photos of exiting – all elements 

All rooms/spaces (atleast two corner angles, stair, balcony, 

verandah)  

Drawing of the same elements to be retained 

Elevations of all exposed/visible sides with details of important 

elements as listed 

Elevations of all exposed/visible sides with details of important 

elements as listed  

Services‐ water supply line, sewerage line, electrical, 

TV/Telephone cable 

Services‐ water line, sewerage line, electrical, TV/Telephone cable 

 

11. Important Elements in your building which are being affected by the repairing process: 

Elements  Tick    Tick  Elements  Tick 

Stair Case    Columns    Compound wall   

Balcony     Chajja    Tulsi kyara   

Brackets    Doors    Tree   

Roof    Windows        

Verandah/platform    Grills        

Courtyard     Flooring        

Cornice     Ceiling        
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PROCESS 

1. Public announcement of the listing  by the authority 

2. Submit in Drawing format to Uran Municipal Council 

3. Approve and send to applicant with guidelines of monitoring 

4. Progress monitoring report to be submitted to the authority 

5. After heritage committee approval, grants/incentives released in instalments 

6. After Building Use (BU) issue property tax rebates /T.D.R/etc. certificates 
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